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This manual summarizes the ways in which the NonStop" CORBA 2.3 product differs from CORBA as
described in the OMG specifications, and provides additional Compaq-proprietary,
programming-reference material.

Unless otherwise stated in this manual, the NonStop CORBA 2.3 product is based on the OMG
specifications.

Who Should Read This Manual
This guide is for CORBA application developers who are designing, coding, and deploying NonStop
CORBA 2.3 applications in C++, Java, or both. Readers of this guide are assumed to have the following
skills:

Either know CORBA 2.3 programming or are learning about CORBA 2.3 programming from
another source, such as standard textbooks or a CORBA programming class.

●   

Either understand object-oriented design of client-server applications generally and standard
CORBA applications specifically, or are learning about this from another source.

●   

Know standard C++, Java, or both.●   

Are familiar with deploying applications in the Posix or the Compaq NonStop" Kernel Open
System Services (OSS) environment, including the use of makefiles, or are learning about this
from another source.

●   

Are familiar with Compaq NonStop" Himalaya systems and the NonStop Kernel, or are learning
about these topics from other Compaq manuals.

●   



Organization of this Manual
The topic headings within each section of this manual are virtually identical to the corresponding topic in
the particular OMG specification. The number in parentheses at the end of each topic heading is the exact
paragraph number within the OMG specification to which the particular information applies.

Section 1 of this manual corresponds to part 1, Core (chapters 1 through 11), of The Common Object
Request Broker: Architecture and Specification�Minor revision 2.3.1�October 1999.

Section 2 corresponds to parts 2 and 3, Interoperability and Interworking (chapters 12 through 21), of
The Common Object Request Broker: Architecture and Specification�Minor revision 2.3.1�October 1999.

Section 3 corresponds to the C++ Language Mapping Specification�New Edition�June 1999.

Section 4 corresponds to the IDL to Java Language Mapping Specification�June 1999.

Section 5 corresponds to chapter 3 of the CORBAservices: Common Object Services Specification
�December 1998.

Section 6 corresponds to chapter 4 of the CORBAservices: Common Object Services Specification
�December 1998.

Section 7 corresponds to the Transaction Service Specification�Version 1.1�New Edition�May 2000.

Section 8 summarizes the NonStop CORBA vthread interface.

Section 9 summarizes the NonStop CORBA event framework.

Section 10 summarizes the NonStop CORBA minor codes.

Section 11 summarizes the NonStop CORBA system error messages.

Related Manuals
The following manuals are part of the NonStop CORBA manual set:

The NonStop CORBA Getting Started Guide contains installation and installation verification. It also has
an introduction to the product.

The NonStop CORBA Administration Guide gives basic configuration information and describes how to
use the NonStop Distributed Component Console and the command-line interface to perform
configuration tasks.

The NonStop CORBA Programmer's Guide for C++ provides information for C++ application
programmers about the Compaq-specific implementation of CORBA.

NonStop CORBA Programmer's Guide for Java provides information for Java application programmers
with special emphasis on the Compaq-specific implementation of CORBA.

The NonStop CORBA Glossary provides definitions of CORBA terminology, with special emphasis on



the NonStop CORBA implementation.

In addition, Javadoc reference material for Java programmers is on the product CD, and the Compaq
NonStop Distributed Console includes online help.

Your Comments Invited
Compaq welcomes your comments on the quality and usefulness of its software documentation. Many of
the improvements you see in Compaq manuals are a result of suggestions from our customers. Please
take this opportunity to help us improve future manuals. After using this documentation set, please take a
moment to send us your comments. Also, if you find an error, we would like to hear about it so we can
correct the problem in later releases of the documentation. You can contact us by sending an e-mail
message or by sending a FAX:

E-mail: pubs_comments@Compaq.com

FAX: (408) 285-6660

You will receive immediate acknowledgement of your message only when you use e-mail

Reader Comments

In your message, please include the following information:

Your name●   

Your company name●   

Your company address●   

Daytime telephone number●   

FAX number●   

Your e-mail address●   

Also, please include the document title associated with your comments. To help us improve our software
documentation, please answer the following questions in your comments:

Are the documents technically accurate?●   

Do they provide the information you need?●   

Is the organization and content clear?●   

Is the format convenient to use?●   

If you are reporting a documentation error, please cut and paste the section in question into your e-mail
message or include a copy of the page in your FAX. In your message, note the document title, topic, and
subtopic, as appropriate.

http://nonstop.compaq.com/view.asp?FOID=20


Thank you for taking the time to comment on the NonStop" CORBA documentation set. Your comments
will be forwarded to the appropriate person for review and action.

Notation Conventions
The following table shows the conventions used in this manual:

Syntax Item Description

UPPERCASE
LETTERS

Uppercase letters indicate keywords and reserved words; enter these items exactly
as shown. Items not enclosed in brackets are required. For example:

MAXATTACH

italics

Items in italics indicate variable items that you supply. Items not in italics are
required. In the following example, UserDir is a variable directory name, while
/projectX must be entered exactly as shown:

UserDir/projectX

[ ]

Brackets enclose optional syntax items. For example:

TERM [\system-name.]$terminal-name
INT[ERRUPTS]

A group of items enclosed in brackets is a list from which you can choose one
item or none. The items in the list may be arranged either vertically, with aligned
brackets on each side of the list, or horizontally, enclosed in a pair of brackets and
separated by vertical lines. For example:

LIGHTS [ ON             ]
       [ OFF            ]
       [ SMOOTH [ num ] ]
K [ X | D ] address-1

|
A vertical line separates alternatives in a horizontal list that is enclosed in brackets
or braces. For example:

INSPECT { OFF | ON | SAVEABEND }

...

An ellipsis immediately following a pair of brackets or braces indicates that you
can repeat the enclosed sequence of syntax items any number of times. For
example:

M address-1 [ , new-value ]...
[ - ] {0|1|2|3|4|5|6|7|8|9}...

An ellipsis immediately following a single syntax item indicates that you can
repeat that syntax item any number of times. For example:

"s-char..."

" "

When quotation marks surround a defined syntax symbol (such as a bracket or
brace), they symbolize an actual character that must be entered as shown. For
example:

"[" repetition-constant-list "]"



Other punctuation

Punctuation not previously described (such as parentheses, commas, and
semicolons) must be entered as shown. For example:

error := NEXTFILENAME ( file-name ) ;
LISTOPENS SU $process-name.#su-name

Long Commands

If the syntax of a command is too long to be shown on a single line, each
continuation line is indented three spaces, the first of which is separated from the
preceding line by a blank line. This spacing distinguishes items in a continuation
line from items in a vertical list of selections. For example:

ALTER [ / OUT file-spec / ] CONTROLLER
   [ , attribute-spec ]...
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Chapter 1. Core CORBA
Table of Contents
OMG IDL Syntax and Semantics: Overview (3.1)

OMG IDL Syntax and Semantics: Grammar (3.4)

ORB Interface: Initialization (4.6)

ORB Interface: Policy Object (4.9)

ORB Interface Thread-Related Operations: perform_work (4.11.2)

ORB Interface Thread-Related Operations: destroy (4.11.5)

Dynamic Invocation Interface

Dynamic Management of Any Values (9.0)

The Interface Repository: TypeCodes (10.7)

The Portable Object Adaptor: create_POA (11.3.8.2)

The Portable Object Adaptor: Policy Creation Operations (11.3.8.5)

The Portable Object Adaptor: get_object_id (11.3.9.2)

This section applies to part 1, Core (chapters 1 through 11), of The Common Object Request Broker:
Architecture and Specification�Minor revision 2.3.1�October 1999.

OMG IDL Syntax and Semantics: Overview (3.1)
The file orb.idl containing OMG IDL type definitions is not implemented. NonStop CORBA does
not provide this file, but instead provides specially-generated C++ and Java" header files. Therefore
orb.idl cannot be included in IDL files, and TypeCode, PolicyList, and Control, for
example, cannot be used as type declarators in IDL modules.

OMG IDL Syntax and Semantics: Grammar (3.4)
For C++, unsigned long long is not supported (it is implemented for Java).

ORB Interface: Initialization (4.6)
The OMG specification states "Applications can be initialized in one or more ORBS." Within a NonStop
CORBA environment, however, an application can have only one ORB. Repeated invocations of an
ORB_init() statement return the same ORB pseudo-object.



ORB Interface: Policy Object (4.9)
The Policy interface is not available in IDL, but is instead available through nsdorb/corba.h in
C++ and through org.omg.CORBA.Policy in Java.

ORB Interface Thread-Related Operations:
perform_work (4.11.2)
How an application and the ORB arrange to use compatible threading primitives is platform-specific. For
C++ NonStop CORBA provides two sets of threading primitives:

An object-oriented set of primitives in the header file nsdevent/vthread.h. Although you can use
the pthread headers directly, it is much easier to use this threading interface for most NonStop
CORBA applications.

●   

A procedure-oriented set of primitives in the header file pthread.h, described in the NonStop DCE
Application Programming Guide. This interface can be used in applications that must conform to
POSIX threading standards.

●   

These two header files can be used simultaneously.

ORB Interface Thread-Related Operations: destroy
(4.11.5)
The operation ORB::destroy() is not available in the NonStop CORBA environment.

Dynamic Invocation Interface
NonStop CORBA does not support the transactional Dynamic Invocation Interface.

Dynamic Management of Any Values (9.0)
For C++ NonStop CORBA 2.3 does not support dynamic management of Any values.

The Interface Repository: TypeCodes (10.7)
The TypeCode interface is not available in IDL, but is available for C++ through nsdorb/corba.h
and for Java through org.omg.CORBA.TypeCode.



The Portable Object Adaptor: create_POA (11.3.8.2)
For C++, the third parameter of the signature for create_POA() takes a
CORBA::PolicyList_ptr instead of a CORBA::PolicyList passed by reference.

The Portable Object Adaptor: Policy Creation
Operations (11.3.8.5)
For C++, NonStop CORBA adds StatePolicy and create_state_policy (in
StatePolicyValue value), with values STATELESS and STATEFUL. The default is STATEFUL.
Note that the Transaction Service does not check that a stateless object has terminated before returning
any transaction that the object began.

The Portable Object Adaptor: get_object_id
(11.3.9.2)
For C++, NonStop CORBA adds StatePolicy and create_state_policy (in
StatePolicyValue value); with values STATELESS and STATEFUL. The default is STATEFUL.
Note that the Transaction Service does not check that a stateless object has terminated before returning
any transaction that the object began.

Prev Up  Next
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Chapter 2. Interoperability and Interworking
Table of Contents
Other Components (13.6.3.3)

Object Service Context (13.6.7)

Code Set Conversion (13.7)

Relevant OSFM Registry Interfaces (13.9)

GIOP Message Formats (15.4)

IIOP IOR Profiles (15.7.2)

IIOP IOR Profile Components (15.7.3)

Bi-Directional GIOP (15.8)

Bi-Directional IIOP (15.8.1)

Bi-directional GIOP Policy (15.9)

The DCE ESIOP (16)

Interworking Architecture (17)

Mapping: COM and CORBA (18)

Mapping: Automation and CORBA (19)

Interoperability with non-CORBA Systems (20)

Interceptors (21)

This section applies to parts 2 and 3, Interoperability and Interworking (chapters 12 through 21), of The
Common Object Request Broker: Architecture and Specification�Minor revision 2.3.1�October 1999.

In general, NonStop CORBA 2.3 does not support GIOP/IIOP 1.1 or 1.2, nor does it support
interoperability with DCOM.

Note that NonStop CORBA 2.3 implements the Interoperable Naming Service (INS) as described in the
OMG PTC/99-09-01 specification, which does not include the RIR (Resolve Initial References) protocol.

Other Components (13.6.3.3)
NonStop CORBA 2.3 does not support any of the components listed under this topic in the OMG
specification.



Object Service Context (13.6.7)
The only ServiceID supported by NonStop CORBA 2.3 is:

const ServiceId TransactionService = 0;

Code Set Conversion (13.7)
NonStop CORBA 2.3 does not support the material described under this topic in the OMG specification.

Relevant OSFM Registry Interfaces (13.9)
NonStop CORBA 2.3 does not support the material described under this topic in the OMG specification.

GIOP Message Formats (15.4)
NonStop CORBA 2.3 supports only GIOP 1.0 (not 1.1 or 1.2).

NonStop CORBA 2.3 does not send the following message types, and ignores them if received:

CancelRequest Message (15.4.4)●   

MessageError essage (15.4.8)●   

Fragment Message (15.4.9)●   

IIOP IOR Profiles (15.7.2)
NonStop CORBA 2.3 supports only IIOP 1.0 (not 1.1 or 1.2).

IIOP IOR Profile Components (15.7.3)
The only tag supported by NonStop CORBA 2.3 is TAG_INTERNET_OP.

Bi-Directional GIOP (15.8)
NonStop CORBA 2.3 does not support the material described under this topic in the OMG specification.

Bi-Directional IIOP (15.8.1)
NonStop CORBA 2.3 does not support the material described under this topic in the OMG specification.



Bi-directional GIOP Policy (15.9)
NonStop CORBA 2.3 does not support the material described under this topic in the OMG specification.

The DCE ESIOP (16)
NonStop CORBA 2.3 does not support the material described in this chapter of the OMG specification.

Interworking Architecture (17)
NonStop CORBA 2.3 does not support the material described in this chapter of the OMG specification.

Mapping: COM and CORBA (18)
NonStop CORBA 2.3 does not support the material described in this chapter of the OMG specification.

Mapping: Automation and CORBA (19)
NonStop CORBA 2.3 does not support the material described in this chapter of the OMG specification.

Interoperability with non-CORBA Systems (20)
NonStop CORBA 2.3 does not support the material described in this chapter of the OMG specification.

Interceptors (21)
NonStop CORBA 2.3 does not support the material described in this chapter of the OMG specification.

Prev Up  Next
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Table of Contents
Mapping for Basic Data Types (1.5)

Mapping for Wide String Types (1.8)

Mapping for Structured Types (1.9)
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Insertion into Any (1.16.2)
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Any Insertion and Extraction for Exceptions (1.19.3)

Servant Reference Counting

This section applies to the C++ Language Mapping Specification�New Edition�June 1999.

Mapping for Basic Data Types (1.5)
Neither the MIPS CPU chip, the C++ compiler, nor NonStop CORBA support the unsigned long long
basic data type.

The IDL type char maps to C++ type CORBA::Char which in NonStop CORBA maps to compiler
type unsigned char.

Mapping for Wide String Types (1.8)
The C++ iostream insertion and extraction operators are not available for WString_var and
WString_out types.

Mapping for Structured Types (1.9)
The _var_type definition that facilitates template programming is not generated for structured types.



Mapping of Sequence Types (1.13)
The replace() function and the get_buffer() and release() accessor functions are not
generated for sequence types.

Mapping For Array Types (1.14)
For the T_var class other conversion operators to support parameter passing are not generated. A
workaround is to use the out() or in() method (as appropriate) to pass an array pointer.

Insertion into Any (1.16.2)
The left-shift-assignment operator (<<=) and right-shift-assignment operator (=>>) for insertion into
any are not generated for structured types: struct, union, sequences, and wchar strings.

Mapping for Exception Types (1.19)
NonStop CORBA adds the operation char * CORBA::Exception::format (void) that
returns a descriptive string describing the exception. Its usage might follow the pattern:

try {
        ...
        } catch (const CORBA::Exception &exc) {
                printf (�%s�, exc.format ());
                &   
        }

The left-shift operator can be used to print to an ostream:

try {
        ...
        } catch (const CORBA::Exception &exc) {
                cout << exc << endl;
                &   
        }

The SystemException *_downcast() operation on exception classes is not available.

Any Insertion and Extraction for Exceptions (1.19.3)
The Any insertion and extraction operators (<<= and >>=) for exceptions are not available.



Servant Reference Counting
The OMG specification for CORBA 2.3 defines two options for servant reference counting:

Reference counting using the RefCountServantBase mix-in class●   

No reference counting●   

The NonStop CORBA 2.3 product supports both these options and adds a third: reference counting
within the CORBA::Object associated with the servant. This option provides backward compatibility
with earlier versions of the NonStop CORBA product (then called NonStop DOM). The ORB can detect
whether or not the servant is derived from RefCountServantBase. If so, then the application is
using OMG standard reference counting. If not, then the application is using CORBA::Object
reference counting (the default). Therefore, a properly working NonStop DOM 2.0 servant will work as
expected under CORBA 2.3 because, by default, CORBA 2.3 is backward compatible with NonStop
DOM 2.0. If your application is using no reference counting at all for a servant, the servant must override
the method Servant::_uses_which_ref_type() with an implementation that returns a value of
zero.

NSDOM_ServantBase::NSDOM_Ref_Type
NSDOM_ServantBase::_uses_which_ref_type()
{
    return Uses_NSDOM_ref_count;
// must be overridden by OMG compliant programs which do not use 
// reference counting.
}

void
NSDOM_ServantBase::_add_nsd_ref()
{
    if (_uses_which_ref_type() == Uses_NSDOM_ref_count)
    {
        CORBA::Object::_duplicate( this->_this_reference() );
    } else
        this->_add_ref();
}

void
NSDOM_ServantBase::_remove_nsd_ref()
{
    if (_uses_which_ref_type() == Uses_NSDOM_ref_count)
    {
        CORBA::release( this->_this_reference() );
    } else
        this->_remove_ref();
}
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Chapter 4. Java Language Mapping
Table of Contents
Fixed Point Types (1.4.8)

CustomMarshal Interface (1.13.1.3)

This section applies to the IDL to Java Language Mapping Specification�New Edition�June 1999.

Fixed Point Types (1.4.8)
NonStop CORBA 2.3 does not support fixed point types.

CustomMarshal Interface (1.13.1.3)
NonStop CORBA 2.3 does not support custom marshalling.
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Chapter 5. Naming Service
Table of Contents
The Names Library (3.3)

This section applies to chapter 3 of the CORBAservices: Common Object Services Specification
�December 1998.

NonStop CORBA 2.3 supports all mandatory Naming Service interfaces and features described in the
OMG specification. NonStop CORBA 2.3 enhances the implementation through scalability. There are no
API-level enhancements.

Note that NonStop CORBA 2.3 implements the Interoperable Naming Service (INS) as described in the
OMG PTC/99-09-01 specification, which does not include the RIR (Resolve Initial References) protocol.

The Names Library (3.3)
CORBA 2.3 does not support this optional feature.
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Table of Contents
Typed Event Communication (4.6)

The CosTypedEventComm Module (4.7)

Typed Event Channels (4.8)

The CosTypedEventChannelAdmin Module (4.9)

This section applies to chapter 4 of the CORBAservices: Common Object Services Specification
�December 1998.

NonStop CORBA 2.3 supports all mandatory generic event interfaces and features described in the OMG
specification. This implementation is a single-process design that does not persist its state. There are no
API-level enhancements.

Typed Event Communication (4.6)
CORBA 2.3 does not support this optional feature.

The CosTypedEventComm Module (4.7)
CORBA 2.3 does not support this optional feature.

Typed Event Channels (4.8)
CORBA 2.3 does not support this optional feature.

The CosTypedEventChannelAdmin Module (4.9)
CORBA 2.3 does not support this optional feature.
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Table of Contents
Overview

Nested Transactions (1.2.4.1)

Service Architecture: Transaction Context (1.3.2)

Service Architecture: Exceptions (1.3.6)

Current Interface (2.1.1)

TransactionFactory Interface (2.1.2)

Coordinator Interface: get_transaction_name (2.1.5.15)

RecoveryCoordinator Interface: replay_completion (2.1.6.1)

TransactionalObject Interface (2.1.10)

The User's View: Application Programming Models (2.2.1)

The User's View: Checked Transaction Behavior (2.2.3)

The User's View: Resume Check (2.2.4.3)

Model Interoperability (2.3.3)

X/OPEN Checked Transactions: Reply Check (2.2.4.1)

XID (B.3.3)

This section applies to the Transaction Service Specification�Version 1.1�New Edition�May 2000.

Overview
Compaq NonStop" Object Transaction Service (NSOTS) implements the CosTransactions module
of the Transaction Service to provide distributed transactional execution for both C++ and Java CORBA
applications. NSOTS serves in both superior and subordinate roles to Compaq NonStop" TM/MP (TMF).
NSOTS and TMF communicate through a pseudo file called a recoverable resource manager file (RM
file). NSOTS and TMF exchange signals through this file using Open TMF APIs. These signals start and
terminate transactions. The RM file is also used during the initialization of NSOTS to recover any
in-doubt transactions following a failure. The name of this file has a suffix that is based on the process
name and its opening is logged in the NSOTS log file. For security reasons TMF must verify the
permission to open this file. Therefore, the installation user, the installation prefix, and the NonStop
TS/MP user environment must be consistent or TMF returns error 48 (FESECVIOL). Unwanted RM
files can be destroyed with TMFCOM.



Nested Transactions (1.2.4.1)
The specification defines nested transactions. These transactions are optional and are not supported by
NSOTS.

Service Architecture: Transaction Context (1.3.2)
NSOTS does not support the transactional Dynamic Invocation Interface.

Service Architecture: Exceptions (1.3.6)
In general, NSOTS does not provide exception minor codes. However, when an exception is initiated by
Open TMF, NSOTS assigns the TMF error code to the CORBA exception minor code.

Current Interface (2.1.1)
For C++, NSOTS adds two operations to the Current interface:

interface Current : CORBA::Control {
        void tmf_start (in long long xid);
        void tmf_end   ();
    };

These operations control the participation of NSOTS in extant Open TMF transactions. This normally
occurs when adding CORBA features to a legacy program. See 7.13 Model Interoperability.

TransactionFactory Interface (2.1.2)
The TransactionFactory interface is not supported by NSOTS. Developers should design
applications around the use of the Current interface.

Coordinator Interface: get_transaction_name
(2.1.5.15)
For C++, get_transaction_name() is implemented as a wrapper for TRANSIDTOTEXT() and
can be useful with TMFCOM for debugging.

RecoveryCoordinator Interface: replay_completion
(2.1.6.1)
During recovery replay_completion() might incorrectly return StatusUnknown. The invoking



resource is still required to wait for Resource::commit() or Resource::rollback() to be
invoked. The RecoveryCoordinator will only be used by very sophisticated server applications.

TransactionalObject Interface (2.1.10)
The specification says that an object that supports the TransactionalObject indicates that it wants
the transactional context associated with the client thread to be associated with all operations on its
interface. In creating a transactional object it might be tempting to inherit from a non-transactional base
object and TransactionalObject. This would allow both transactional and non-transactional
instances to be invoked through a base interface class object reference. This will not work because the
base interface proxy stub will not be able to determine that a derived instance also derived from
TransactionalObject and therefore the ORB will not implicitly propagate the transaction context.

The User's View: Application Programming Models
(2.2.1)
The specification permits an implementation to employ implicit (OTS-provided) or explicit (by
parameter) transaction propagation. Explicit propagation is not supported by Nsots. Explicit propagation
can produce undefined results including breaking the transaction's ACID properties.

The User's View: Checked Transaction Behavior
(2.2.3)
The specification allows varying degrees of semantic checking. This is called checked execution.
NSOTS tries to enforce the rule that only one thread can remain active in a transaction at termination.
This means that all other threads must have suspended and that any references to Controls,
Coordinators, and Terminators must have been released. Without these checks, some
application work might not actually complete within the transaction's boundaries or a memory leak of
object references might go undetected. The exception BAD_INV_ORDER is thrown if an attempt is made
to terminate a transaction when its reference count indicates that another thread may potentially be
working on the transaction.

The User's View: Resume Check (2.2.4.3)
Resume checking is weak in NSOTS. Poorly designed code can produce undefined results including
breaking the ACID properties. See discussion of explicit propagation in The User's View: Application
Programming Models, above.



Model Interoperability (2.3.3)
The specification provides for interoperability with X/Open DTP through the TX and XA interfaces.
NSOTS does not support those interfaces because the TMF subsystem is the native transaction manager
for Compaq NonStop" Kernel operating system environments (not X/Open). NSOTS extends the Current
interface with the tmf_start(xid) and tmf_end() procedures (where xid is a transaction
identifier obtained from tmf_get_tx_id_() ). They correspond to X/Open xa_start() and
xa_end(). They may be used to update Open TMF legacy applications. They allow the application to
tell NSOTS to join and suspend its participation in an extant Open TMF transaction. They cause NSOTS
to join the Open TMF transaction and to have the transaction context implicitly propagated to CORBA
transactional objects. Only one process current transaction controller (the application, Tuxedo, or
NSOTS) should be present at a time. Before calling tmf_start(xid), the application should suspend
its process current transaction by calling tmf_suspend_() or tpsuspend(), as appropriate. After
calling tmf_end() the application should resume its process current transaction by calling
tmf_resume_() or tpresume() , as appropriate.

X/OPEN Checked Transactions: Reply Check
(2.2.4.1)
Deferred synchronous requests have not been tested in NSOTS and their behavior is not known.

XID (B.3.3)
The specification says, "tightly-coupled concurrency is assumed (a lock held by a transaction may be
accessed by any participant of the same transaction)." Because of the way NSOTS interoperates with the
Open TMF subsystem, each import and export of a transaction to a different process creates a new
transaction branch. In the Open TMF environment these branches are loosely coupled. This means that
the work of two transaction branches is not recognized as being part of the same transaction. And two
branches attempting to lock the same SQL data may encounter SQL errors or deadlocks. This situation is
the so-called diamond access problem. It can only be avoided by appropriate application design. For a
discussion of design considerations, see the Programmer's Guides.
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Table of Contents
vthread.h Classes

class Fw_Thread

class Mutex

class Preemption_Mutex

class Condition_Variable

timer.h Classes

Global Variables

class Fw_Time_Stamp

class Fw_Timer

Note

The material presented in this section is not intended to be tutorial in nature. Instead, it is meant to be
detailed reference material that you will consult while studying Section 9, Writing Multithreaded
Applications, of the NonStop CORBA 2.3 Programmer's Guide for C++.

vthread.h Classes
The topics that follow describe the various classes declared in the vthread.h header file
($NSD_ROOT/include/nsdevent/vthread.h).

class NSDEFw_Export Fw_Thread
{
    class NSDEFw_Export Mutex
    {
    }
    class NSDEFw_Export Preemption_Mutex
    {
    }
    class NSDEFw_Export Condition_Variable
    {
...}}



class Fw_Thread

Container for parts that generically wrap critical threading functionality provided by different platforms,
such as UNIX, NonStop Kernel Open System Services (OSS), and Microsoft Windows NT.

API Data

static bool cv_trace_enabled

Triggers tracing within Fw_Thread parts.

typedef void( *Dtor_Function )( void * )

Signature of get_/set_specific destructor to be called upon thread termination.

typedef void * Id_ptr

Type for thread identifiers.

enum Priority

Used to determine the priority for a new thread�s execution. Default_Priority = 1,
Higher_Priority = 2, Lower_Priority = 3.

typedef unsigned int Return_Type

Type of value returned by a thread function.

typedef Return_Type (*Function)(void *)

Signature of thread functions.

enum Stack_Size

Used to determine the stack size for the new thread's execution. Minimum_Stack_Size =
16384, Default_Stack_Size = 65536, Maximum_Stack_Size = 32768000.

#define FW_THREAD_RETURN return 0

Helper define for returning out of a thread function without passing data back to the creator.

API Methods

static Id_ptr create( char *pp_name, Function pv_function, void
*pp_arg, Priority pv_priority, unsigned long pv_stack_size =
Default_Stack_Size )

Creates a new thread named pp_name, to execute pv_function, given pp_arg, at
pv_priority, using the Default_Stack_Size. The result can be used in join, detach, and
cancel methods.

static int cancel( Id_ptr pp_tid )

Cancels the thread pp_tid. Returns zero if operation was successful.

static int detach( Id_ptr pp_tid )



Disassociates the thread pp_tid from the creator thread. Returns zero if operation was
successful. You use this when the creator is not interested in the termination of a thread or any
associated results.

static int join( Id_ptr pp_tid, void **ppp_result )

Blocks the current thread until the thread pp_tid completes. The thread result is passed back in
ppp_result (pointer to a void*). Returns zero if the operation was successful.

static int self_id()

Returns an internal thread number.

static int specific_key_create( int &pr_new_key, Dtor_Function )

Creates a key for thread-specific data, and associates a destructor function with that type of data.

static int specific_set( int pv_key, const void * pp_data )

Sets this thread�s specific data for pv_key to pp_data.

static void exit( int pv_value )

Performs the work required to terminate a thread function.

static void set_trace( bool pv_trace )

Allows tracing to be enabled/disabled programmatically.

static void * specific_get ( int pv_key )

Returns any thread-specific data for this thread and pv_key.

static void yield( void )

Places the current thread at the end of the ready list and dispatches the next ready thread.

class Mutex

Wraps mutual exclusion (mutex) functions and data as an object.

API Methods

Mutex()

Creates a mutex object.

~Mutex()

Destructor for the current mutex object.

int lock()

Blocks the current thread until the mutex can be locked. Returns zero if successful.

int try_lock()

Attempts to lock the mutex. If unable to lock the mutex, returns immediately with non-zero result.



Returns zero if successful.

int unlock()

Unlocks the mutex. Returns zero if successful.

class Preemption_Mutex

This class, which wraps FW_Thread::Mutex with preemption awareness, is a no-op on
non-preemptive threading platforms such as NonStop Himalaya systems. On preemptive threading
platforms (such as Unix and Microsoft Windows), this class behaves identically to
Fw_Thread::Mutex.

API Methods

Preemption_Mutex()

Creates a mutex object.

~Preemption_Mutex()

Destructor for the current mutex object.

int lock()

Blocks the current thread until the mutex can be locked. Returns zero if successful.

int try_lock()

Attempts to lock the mutex. If unable to, returns immediately with non-zero result. Returns zero if
successful.

int unlock()

Unlocks the mutex. Returns zero if successful.

class Condition_Variable

Wraps condition variable function and data as an object coupled with Mutex. Most uses of condition
variables have a one-to-one relationship with a protecting mutex. This object combines the two.

Condition_Variable inherits from Mutex.

API Methods

Condition_Variable()

Creates a condition variable object.

~Condition_Variable()

Destructor for the current condition variable object.

int broadcast()



Signals all threads waiting on this condition variable. Returns zero if successful.

int signal()

Signals the next thread waiting on this condition variable. Returns zero if successful.

int wait()

Blocks the current thread until the condition variable signal or broadcast functions unblock it.
Returns zero if successful.

timer.h Classes

Global Variables

API Data

typedef long Fw_Ticks

Ticks attribute.

class Fw_Time_Stamp

Following are three miscellaneous useful constants from the class Fw_Time_Stamp.

API Data

enum Ticks_Per_Second

100

enum Microseconds_Per_Second

10000

enum Nanoseconds_Per_Second

10000000

class Fw_Timer

The topics that follow describe the NSDEFw_Timer class, declared in the timer.h header file
($NSD_ROOT/include/nsdevent/timer.h). The NSDEFw_Timer class provides a
thread-blocking timer abstraction. Time is represented in Fw_Ticks, where
Fw_Time_Stamp::Ticks_Per_Second = 100. When asked to wait, NSDEFw_Timer:

Creates a timer event that specifies its event-handler method and mutex instance attribute.1.  

Calls wait on its mutex instance attribute. When the timer pops the event handler is called. The
mutex associated with the event is signaled, unblocking the caller�s thread. Control returns to the
event core.

2.  



When the caller�s thread runs next, NSDEFw_Timer returns control to the caller.3.  

API Methods

NSDEFw_Timer()

Creates a timer object.

NSDEFw_Timer( Fw_Ticks pv_ticks )

Creates a timer object and sets the value of the ticks attribute.

~NSDEFw_Timer()

Destructor for the current timer object.

Fw_Ticks get_ticks()

Returns the current value of the ticks attribute.

void set_ticks( Fw_Ticks pv_ticks )

Sets the value of the ticks attribute.

void wait()

Blocks the caller�s thread for the number of ticks specified by the current value of the ticks
attribute.

void wait( Fw_Ticks pv_ticks )

Blocks the caller�s thread for the number of ticks specified by the supplied ticks parameter.
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ehbase.h Classes

Class Fw_Transfer_EH_User

Class Fw_Transfer_EH

Class Fw_Client_EH_User

Class Fw_Client_EH

Class Fw_Server_EH_User

Class Fw_Server_EH

Class Fw_Listener_EH_User

Class Fw_Listener_EH

gfsehoss.h Classes

Class NSDEFw_GFS

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Client

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::Address

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::Event

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::Event::Key

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::EH

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Receive_EH

NSDEFw_GFS::Server

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Server::Address

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Server::Event

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Server::EH

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Listener

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Listener::Address

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Listener::Event
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message.h Classes

Class Fw_MD

Class Fw_Message

sockeh.h Classes

Class Fw_Sock_Address

Class Fw_Sock_Client_EH

Class Fw_Sock_Server_EH

Class Fw_Sock_Listener_EH

Note

The material presented in this section is not intended to be tutorial in nature. Instead, it is meant to be
detailed reference material that you will consult while studying Section 12, Writing Wrappers for Legacy
Clients and Servers, of the NonStop CORBA 2.3 Programmer's Guide for C++.

This chapter summarizes NonStop CORBA event handlers and event-handler users, a set of abstract and
concrete objects that allow application components to interact with the NonStop CORBA run-time event
manager. The event manager is the core of the NonStop CORBA run-time environment. The event
manager cooperates with the DCE Threads mechanism to call AWAITIOX and map I/O completions to
logical events.

The interfaces summarized in this chapter are a part of the NonStop CORBA communications framework
and Comm Server components.

The event manager is distinct from the OMG Event Service. The OMG Event Service is a high-level
application service that provides asynchronous communication between components that use CORBA.
The event manager is a low-level mechanism that does not require (but does permit) both communicating
components to use CORBA. In fact, the most common way for applications to use the event-handler
interfaces is to allow NonStop CORBA application components to work with legacy clients and servers.
The event-handler interfaces provide asynchronous transfer of information between clients and servers,
and make it unnecessary for a NonStop CORBA application component to use underlying transport
protocols, such as Pathway or TCP/IP, directly.

The various classes, methods, and data items are declared in header files in nsdevent. All classes,
methods, and data items in nsdevent other than those explicitly referenced in this document are for
internal use by NonStop CORBA.

ehbase.h Classes
The topics that follow describe the various classes declared in the ehbase.h header file
($NSD_ROOT/include/nsdevent/ehbase.h).

class Fw_Transfer_EH_User
{ ... }



class Fw_Transfer_EH
{ ... }
class Fw_Client_EH_User
{ ... }
class Fw_Client_EH
{ ... }
class Fw_Server_EH_User
{ ... }
class Fw_Server_EH
{ ... }
class Fw_Listener_EH_User
{ ... }
class Fw_Listener_EH
{ ... }

Class Fw_Transfer_EH_User

The base class for client and server event handler (EH) users.

API Methods

If it includes an event handler user implementation, your application must implement all of the following
methods that it uses, except those method implementations (if any) that it inherits from the
NSDEFw_GFS class.

Fw_Transfer_EH_User()

Creates an Fw_Transfer_EH_User object.

~Fw_Transfer_EH_User()

Destructor for the current Fw_Transfer_EH_User object.

bool data_in( Fw_MD *pp_MD )

Delivers a Message Data (MD) object containing the next segment of data received on the transfer
(client or server) event handler's connection. A transfer event-handler user should expect to
assemble a message from one or more of these segments.

If the underlying mechanism is segment-oriented (for example, the Guardian file system or
TS/MP), the last data of one message will not share an MD with the first data of the next message.
For streaming protocols (for example, TCP/IP), if the header_in mechanism is used properly,
the transfer event handler will deliver the last data of one message and the first data of the next
message in separate MDs.

The result of this method should indicate whether the data received should cause the transfer event
handler to terminate its connection (true to retain the connection, or false to terminate the
connection).

void disconnected()



Invoked by a transfer (client or server) event handler, this method notifies the transfer
event-handler user that the connection has been terminated.

unsigned long header_in( Fw_MD *pp_MD )

Delivers the first pv_header_size bytes of a message. For TCP/IP, pv_header_size (the
length of the message header) is determined by the set_header_size method of the transfer
(client or server) event handler.

Class Fw_Transfer_EH

The base class for client and server event handlers.

API Methods

If your application includes a client or server event handler implementation, it must implement all of the
following methods that it uses, except those method implementations (if any) that it inherits from the
NSDEFw_GFS class or one of the Fw_Sock_xxx_EH classes.

Fw_Transfer_EH()

Creates an Fw_Transfer_EH object.

~Fw_Transfer_EH()

Destructor for the current Fw_Transfer_EH object.

void disconnect()

Directs the event handler to terminate its connection.

void send_message( Fw_Message *pp_msg )

Directs the event handler to deliver a full message over its connection.

void set_header_size( unsigned short pv_header_size )

Directs the event handler to forward the first pv_header_size bytes of a message. This data is
delivered to the event-handler user through the header_in() method. The
set_header_size() method is optional; it applies only to streaming protocols such as
TCP/IP.

Class Fw_Client_EH_User

The base class for client event-handler users, a role played by server wrappers. This class is derived from
class Fw_Transfer_EH_User.

API Data

Fw_Client_EH *ip_EH

Allows an implementation to store the pointer to the event handler associated with a client
event-handler user.



API Methods

If your application includes a client event handler user implementation, it must implement all of the
following methods that it uses, except those method implementations (if any) that it inherits from the
NSDEFw_GFS class.

Fw_Client_EH_User()

Creates an Fw_Client_EH_User object.

~Fw_Client_EH_User()

Destructor for the current Fw_Client_EH_User object.

void connected()

Invoked by a client event handler when it has successfully established a connection with its peer.

void connect_failed()

Invoked by a client event handler when it fails to establish a connection with its peer.

Class Fw_Client_EH

The base class for client event handlers, a role played by a server wrapper when it cannot play the role of
the client event-handler user. This class is derived from class Fw_Transfer_EH.

API Data

Fw_Client_EH_User *ip_user

Upon constructing a client event handler a server wrapper should link the client event-handler user
with the client event handler by setting this pointer.

API Methods

If it includes a client event handler implementation, your application must implement all of the following
methods that it uses, except those method implementations (if any) that it inherits from the
NSDEFw_GFS class or either of the classes Fw_Sock_Client_EH or Fw_Sock_Server_EH.

Fw_Client_EH()

Creates an Fw_Client_EH object.

~Fw_Client_EH()

Destructor for the current Fw_Client_EH object.

bool connect( void *pp_server_address )

Directs the client event handler to initiate establishment of a connection with the peer indicated by
the transport-dependent pp_server_address. The result of this method indicates whether the
client event handler succeeded in initiating the connect protocol.



If connect returns true, the client event-handler user should expect to be called with either the
connected or connect_failed method.

Class Fw_Server_EH_User

The base class for server event-handler users, a role played by the transfer portion of a client wrapper.
This class is derived from the Fw_Transfer_EH_User class.

API Data

Fw_Server_EH *ip_EH

Allows an implementation to store the pointer to the event handler associated with a server
event-handler user.

API Methods

If it includes a server event handler user implementation, your application must implement all of the
following methods that it uses, except those method implentations (if any) that it inherits from the
NSDEFw_GFS class.

Fw_Server_EH_User()

Creates an Fw_Server_EH_User object.

~Fw_Server_EH_User()

Destructor for the current Fw_Server_EH_User object.

Class Fw_Server_EH

The base class for server event handlers, a role played by the transfer portion of a client wrapper when it
cannot play the role of the server event-handler user. This class is derived from the Fw_Transfer_EH
class.

API Data

Fw_Server_EH_User *ip_user

Upon constructing a server event handler, a client wrapper should link the server event-handler
user with the server event handler by setting this pointer.

API Methods

If it includes a server event handler implementation, your application must implement all of the
following methods that it uses, except those method implementations (if any) that it inherits from the
NSDEFw_GFS class or either of the classes Fw_Sock_Client_EH or Fw_Sock_Server_EH.

Fw_Server_EH()

Creates an Fw_Server_EH object.



~Fw_Server_EH()

Destructor for the current Fw_Server_EH object.

bool accept( void *pp_client_address )

Directs the server event handler to accept the connection with the peer indicated by the
transport-dependent pp_client_address. The result of this method indicates whether the
server event handler succeeded in accepting the connection.

Class Fw_Listener_EH_User

The base class for listener event-handler users, a role played by the listener portion of a client wrapper.

API Data

*ip_EH

Holds a pointer to the associated listener event handler.

API Methods

If your application includes a listener event handler user implementation, it must implement all of the
following methods that it uses, except those method implentations (if any) that it inherits from the
NSDEFw_GFS class.

Fw_Listener_EH_User()

Creates an Fw_Listener_EH_User object.

~Fw_Listener_EH_User()

Destructor for the current Fw_Listener_EH_User object.

void connect_in( void *pp_client_key )

Must be implemented by the listener event-handler user. Invoked by the listener event handler
when it has received a connect indication. The peer's transport-dependent address is passed in
pp_client_key.

Class Fw_Listener_EH

The base class for listener event handlers, a role played by the listener portion of a client wrapper when it
cannot play the role of the listener event-handler user.

API Data

Fw_Listener_EH_User *ip_user

Upon constructing a listener event handler, a client wrapper should link the listener event-handler
user with the listener event handler by setting this pointer.



API Methods

If your application includes a listener event handler implementation, it must implement all of the
following methods that it uses, except those method implementations (if any) that it inherits from the
NSDEFw_GFS class or either of the classes Fw_Sock_Client_EH or Fw_Sock_Server_EH.

Fw_Listener_EH()

Creates an Fw_Listener_EH object.

~Fw_Listener_EH()

Destructor for the current Fw_Listener_EH object.

bool start_listening( void *pp_listen_address )

Directs the listener event handler to enable receipt of connect indications using the
transport-dependent address supplied in pp_listen_address.

If this method returns true, the listener event handler should expect to be called with
connect_in methods.

Void stop_listening()

Directs the listener event handler to disable receipt of connect indications.

gfsehoss.h Classes
The topics that follow describe the various classes declared in the gfsehoss.h header file
($NSD_ROOT/include/nsdevent/gfsehoss.h).

Class NSDEFw_GFS

Container for all Guardian file system event handler components. They are grouped into four main
classes: Client, Server, Listener, and Receive_EH (provides a handler for $RECEIVE).

class NSDEFw_GFS
{
    class NSDEFw_GFS::Client
    {
         class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::Address
         { ... }
         class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::Event
         {
             class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::Event::Key
             {
         ...}}
         class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::EH
         {
     ...}}
     class NSDEFw_GFS::Receive_EH



     { ... }
     class NSDEFw_GFS::Server
     {
         class NSDEFw_GFS::Server::Address
         { ... }
         class NSDEFw_GFS::Server::Event
         { ... }
         class NSDEFw_GFS::Server::EH
         {
     ...}}
     class NSDEFw_GFS::Listener
     {
         class NSDEFw_GFS::Listener::Address
         { ... }
         class NSDEFw_GFS::Listener::Event
         { ... }
         class NSDEFw_GFS::Listener::EH
         {
...}}}

API Methods

static unsigned long make_tag()

Allocation of file-system completion tags is a process-wide mechanism. This implementation
defers to the pthread tag generator.

API Data

Component_Id

Identifies Guardian file-system components in log messages.

static bool cv_trace_enabled

Sets tracing on or off for all NSDEFw_GFS components.

FEBADCOUNT, FECONTINUE, FEINUSE, FEINVALOP, FENOSUCHDEV, FENOTOPEN, FEOK,
FESYSMSG, FETIMEOUT

A subset of Guardian file-system error codes used by NonStop CORBA.

System_Name_Len, Process_Name_Len, Sequence_Len, Subdev_Name_Len

Maximum number of characters in each Guardian file-system address field, no terminating null.

Max_Address_Len

Maximum number of characters for addressing Guardian file-system servers.

Phandle_Len



Number of shorts in a process handle.

IO_Type:

Close_Msg, CPU_Down_Msg, Dialog_Abort_Msg, Open_Msg, Process_Deletion_Msg,
Read_Msg, Write_Msg, Write_Read_Msg, Unknown_Msg

Messages expected by Receive_EH.

Dialog_Flags:

Dialog_Abort, Dialog_Begin, Dialog_Middle, Not_Dialog

For context-sensitive NonStop TS/MP (Pathsend) messages (the server end of a TS/MP dialogue is
implemented with Guardian file-system components).

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Client

Container for all client-side nsdevent Guardian file-system components: a server�s file-system address, an
event for tracking I/O completions, and an event handler that uses the address and event to provide an
Fw_Client_EH implementation.

class NSDEFw_GFS
{
    class NSDEFw_GFS::Client
    {
         class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::Address
         { ... }
 ...}}}

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::Address

Provides a hashable abstraction used by Guardian file-system clients to address Guardian file-system
servers (for example, \host.$process.#subdevice), and a get/put recycling factory.

class NSDEFw_GFS
{
    class NSDEFw_GFS::Client
    {
         class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::Address
         { ... }
 ...}}}

You should get an address, populate the arrays, then use the address in an EH::connect call. You can
also use the address for instrumentation and dictionary key. After you close the connection, use the
put_address method to recycle the address.

API Methods



static Address* get_address()

Factory. Use this instead of new.

static put_address( Address* pp_address )

Recycler. Use this instead of delete.

static unsigned hash( const Address& pr_address )

Rogue Wave tools.h dictionary-compatible hash method.

bool operator==( const Address& pr_RHS )

Returns true if the instance and the right-hand side string compare on all API strings.

API Data

Declared in the header file, the following arrays are large enough to hold the standard Guardian
file-system strings.

char ia_process[Process_Name_Len + 1]

char ia_sequence[Sequence_Len + 1]

char ia_subdev[Subdev_Name_Len + 1]

char ia_system[System_Name_Len + 1]

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::Event

The container class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::Event provides for core Guardian file-system I/O
handlers to track I/O completion.

class NSDEFw_GFS
{
    class NSDEFw_GFS::Client
    {
         class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::Event
         {
             class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::Event::Key
             {
 ...}}}}

API Methods

Event( EH             *pp_EH,
       short           pp_file_number,
       unsigned long   pv_tag,
       Fw_Token        pv_param)

Required constructor.

~Event()



Destructor.

API Data

Fw_MD *ip_MD

Pointer to a message data object. For delivering the results of READ operations to the event
handler.

Event *ip_next

For chained events, can be used as a pointer to the next event in the chain.

short iv_count

Contains the completion count for the operation (as in AWAITIO).

short iv_FE

Contains any Guardian file-system error codes returned by the operation.

Key iv_key

Associates the FS Client Event object with the I/O operation it represents.

Fw_Token iv_param

Completely under the control of the user, iv_param allows additional data to be associated with
the event. Potentially useful for pointing to a context block.

That is, typedef void* Fw_Token.

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::Event::Key

class NSDEFw_GFS
{
    class NSDEFw_GFS::Client
    {
         class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::Event
         {
             class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::Event::Key
             {
 ...}}}}

Provides a hashable key for Guardian file-system client I/O events.

API Methods

Key( short pv_file_number, unsigned long pv_tag )

Constructor that creates an NSDEFw_GFS::Client::Event::Key object.

~Key()



Destructor.

unsigned hash( const Key &pr_key )

Static method that, given a Key, will generate a value usable by Rogue Wave dictionaries.

int operator==( const Key &pr_RHS )

Compares the instance with the parameter on the right-hand side. Returns true if the two keys
have identical values for iv_FN and iv_tag.

API Data

short iv_FN

File number associated with operation.

unsigned long iv_tag

Nowait tag associated with operation.

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::EH

Implements the Fw_Client_EH role using the other Guardian file-system client components. Also
provides the factory/recycler feature.

class NSDEFw_GFS
{
    class NSDEFw_GFS::Client
    {
          class NSDEFw_GFS::Client::EH
...}}}

API Methods

bool connect( void* pp_server_address )

Initiates a nowaited FS OPEN on (Address*) pp_server_address. If the operation
succeeds, it creates an event to track the open�s completion.

void disconnect()

Tells the event handler to terminate its connection.

static EH* get_EH()

Factory to get event handler.

void handle_event( Event *pp_event )

This method is invoked by a callback from the NonStop CORBA event framework when the event
framework receives an I/O event of a type registered by the event handler. A legacy server
wrapper that plays the role of the client event handler�for example, one that does I/O for which no
thread-blocking jacket function is available�must implement this method to do whatever is



appropriate with the I/O event.

static void put_EH( EH *pp_EH )

Recycler.

void send_message( Fw_Message *pp_msg )

Tells the event handler to deliver a full message over the event handler�s connection.

API Data

Address *ip_address

From the open message data, uniquely identifies the connection within this process.

EH *ip_next

For chained events, can be used as a pointer to the next event in the chain.

short iv_file_number

The client�s file number associated with the connection.

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Receive_EH

Extends Client::EH to provide a $RECEIVE handler, and translates the semantics of the Guardian
READUPDATE, RECEIVEINFO, and REPLY procedures into an asynchronous Guardian file-system
listener and server event-management facility.

Listeners and servers register interest in events associated with their addresses. When READUPDATE
produces a message for an interested party, Receive_EH packages the message in an appropriate
event and delivers the event. Replying to an event invokes REPLY.

An NSDEFw_GFS::Receive_EH is created by ORB_init.

API Methods

short get_file_number()

Returns the file number for $RECEIVE

void register_listener( Listener::Address * pp_address, Listener::EH*
pp_EH )

Associates a listener event handler with an address in a list of listener EH objects keyed by
address. When OPEN messages are received, the address data is used as a key to the dictionary. A
match results in a listener event being generated and delivered to the listener event handler.

void register_server( Server::Address *pp_address, Server::EH pp_EH )

Associates a server event handler with an address in the server dictionary. When WRITE, READ,
WRITEREAD, and CLOSE messages are received, they are routed to the server event handler
registered with the corresponding connection address.



void unregister_listener( Listener::Address *pp_address )

Removes the entry at pp_address from the listener dctionary.

void unregister_server( Server::Address *pp_address )

Removes the entry at pp_address from the server dictionary.

NSDEFw_GFS::Server

Implements the Fw_Server_EH role using the other Guardian file-system server components.

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Server::Address

Provides a hashable abstraction used by Guardian file-system servers to uniquely identify connections.
The server should obtain an address from a listener by using the accept method, then use the address in a
Receive_EH::register_server call.

You can also use the address for an instrumentation and dictionary key. When the connection is
terminated, delete the address.

API Methods

~Address()

Destructor.

static unsigned hash( const Address& pr_address )

Rogue Wave dictionary-compatible hash method.

bool operator==( const Address& pr_RHS )

Returns true if the instance and the right-hand side contain matching API data.

API Data

short ia_phandle[phandle_len]

Array large enough to handle a client�s process handle. phandle_len is currently 10.

short iv_file_number

The client�s file number associated with the connection.

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Server::Event

Events are generated by the Receive_EH object upon receipt of WRITE, READ, WRITEREAD, and
CLOSE messages. The API Data fields are populated with data from READUPDATE and
RECEIVEINFO.

API Methods



Event()

Constructor that creates an Event object.

~Event()

Destructor.

void reply( FE pv_FE )

A server event handler object calls this method when it has processed the event and associated any
response message data with the event.

API Data

Fw_MD* ip_MD

Points to any data associated with the I/O. Write data is attached by the Receive_EH. Read data
is attached by an event handler for delivery to the client.

Event* ip_next

For chained events, can be used as a pointer to the next event in the chain.

short iv_max_reply_count, short iv_message_tag, Dialog_Flags
iv_dialog_flags

See the FILE_GETRECEIVEINFO_ procedure in the Guardian Procedure Calls Reference
Manual for more information about the parameter values.

IO_Type iv_IO_type

Type of event as determined by the Receive_EH object, usually from the
FILE_GETRECEIVEINFO_ Guardian procedure.

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Server::EH

Implements the Fw_Server_EH role, prompted by the Receive_EH object, using server address and
event objects.

API Methods

EH()

Constructor that creates an event handler object.

~EH()

Destructor for event-handler objects.

bool accept( void* pp_client_address )

Invoked by a listener, the server event handler registers itself with the Receive_EH keyed by
(NSDEFw_GFS::Server_Address*)pp_client_address.



void disconnect()

Resets the event handler.

void handle_event( Event *pp_event )

This method is invoked by a callback from the NonStop CORBA event framework when the event
framework receives an I/O event of a type registered by the event handler. A legacy client wrapper
must implement this method when playing the role of the server event handler. The
implementation should do whatever is appropriate with the I/O event.

void send_message( Fw_Message *pp_msg )

Queues the message�s MDs to be sent. If an available event exists for reverse traffic, delivers OK;
otherwise, delivers the next MD.

API Data

Address* ip_address

The address passed by the listener event handler to the server event handler to identify the
connection to be serviced.

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Listener

Implements the Fw_Listener_EH role using the other Guardian file-system components.

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Listener::Address

A hashable abstraction used by listeners to distinguish themselves by subdevice.

API Methods

static unsigned hash( const Address &pr_address )

Rogue Wave dictionary compatible hash function.

bool operator==( const Address &pr_RHS )

Returns true if the instance and the right-hand side string compare on ia_subdev.

API Data

char ia_subdev[...]

Array large enough to hold a valid subdevice name and a trailing null.



Class NSDEFw_GFS::Listener::Event

Events are generated by the Receive_EH upon receipt of OPEN messages.

API Methods

Event()

Constructor that creates an NSDEFw_GFS::Listener::Event object.

~Event()

Destructor for NSDEFw_GFS::Listener::Event objects.

void reply( FE pv_FE )

Results in calling REPLYX to complete the Guardian file-system OPEN.

API Data

Server::Address *ip_address

From the open message data, uniquely identifies the connection within this process.

short iv_message_tag

From FILE_GETRECEIVEINFO_. Used in call to REPLYX.

Class NSDEFw_GFS::Listener::EH

Performs the Fw_Listener_EH role prompted by the Receive_EH using listener address and events.

API Methods

EH()

Constructor that creates an NSDEFw_GFS::Listener::EH object.

~EH()

Destructor for NSDEFw_GFS::Listener::EH objects.

void handle_event( Event *pp_event )

This method is invoked by a callback from the NonStop CORBA event framework when the event
framework receives an I/O event of a type registered by the event handler. A legacy client wrapper
must implement this method when playing the role of the listener event handler. The
implementation should do whatever is appropriate with the I/O event.

bool start_listening( void *pp_listen_address )

Called by a listener event handler user. Registers itself with the Receive_EH keyed by
(NSDEFw_GFS::Listener::Address*)pp_listen_address. Returns true if the
operation was successful.



void stop_listening()

Called by a listener event handler user. Unregisters itself from the Receive_EH.

gcfehoss.h Classes
In general, the classes, methods, and data items declared in the gcfehoss.h header file
($NSD_ROOT/include/nsdevent/gcfehoss.h) are for internal use by NonStop CORBA. The
single method described below, however, can be used in legacy server wrappers that issue nowait
Pathsend requests without the use of a jacket procedure.

Class NSDEFwGCF::Client

API Method

static short register_file_number( short pv_FN )

The wrapper must invoke this method for each Pathsend request , passing the file number from the
Pathsend request. Because there is only one Pathsend file number per process, the method makes
the file number available to the NonStop CORBA pthread mechanism for I/O completions.

message.h Classes
The topics that follow describe the various classes declared in the message.h header file
(.../include/nsdevent/message.h).

Class Fw_MD

Framework Message Data descriptor. Provides an abstraction for a single segment of data, and a get/put
recycling factory. Fw_MDs can be written to and read from. Fw_MDs can be combined to form an abstract
message (see Fw_Message).

See also Fw_Transfer_EH_User and NSDEFw_GFS.

API Methods

~Fw_MD();

Destructor. Decrements the reference count to the buffer. If the count goes to zero, the buffer is
recycled. Note that the preferred method for disposing of an Fw_MD is free_MD.

Fw_MD *duplicate( void );

Returns a new or recycled Fw_MD that makes a duplicate reference to the target Fw_MD�s buffer.
This method is useful when more than one view into a buffer is required.

static void free_MD( Fw_MD *pp_MD );



Saves an Fw_MD and its buffer for later reuse. This is the preferred method for disposing of an
Fw_MD.

static Fw_MD *get_3_tuple( const unsigned long pv_buffer_length );

Returns a new or recycled Fw_MD that is associated with a new or recycled buffer of the size
indicated by pv_buffer_length. The default size
(Fw_Message::DEFAULT_BUFFER_SIZE) should be passed as pv_buffer_length
unless a larger buffer is desired for efficiency reasons.

Note

Because NSDEFw_GFS::Receive_EH uses the default buffer size for all READUPDATEX calls,
you should not use buffers larger than default@ORB{io_size} with Guardian file system
or Pathway I/O to NonStop CORBA processes.

char *get_ip_base( void );

Returns a pointer to the first byte in the physical buffer associated with the target object.

char *get_ip_user_read( void );

Returns a pointer to the next byte in the physical buffer where the Fw_MD will next read or
skip_read. The original value is ip_base. ip_user_read is incremented during read and
skip_read operations.

char *get_ip_user_write( void );

Returns a pointer to the next byte in the physical buffer that the Fw_MD will write to. The original
value is ip_base. ip_user_write is incremented during write and skip_write
operations.

unsigned long get_iv_data_bytes( void );

Running total of data bytes available for consumption in the physical buffer. The original value is
zero. This value is incremented during write and skip_write operations, and decremented
during read and skip_read operations.

unsigned long get_iv_free_bytes( void );

Running count of how many bytes remain for writing in the physical buffer. The original value is
the size of the physical buffer. This value is decremented during write and skip_write
operations.

unsigned long get_iv_size( void );

The size of the physical buffer.

unsigned long read( char *pp_sink, const unsigned long pv_count );

Attempts to copy pv_count bytes from the physical buffer, starting from ip_user_read, to
the location pointed to by pp_sink. The result is the number of bytes actually transferred, which
will be lesser of pv_count and iv_data_bytes. iv_data_bytes is decremented by the
count actually transferred, and ip_user_read is incremented by pv_count.



void reset( void );

Combination of reset_read and reset_write.

void reset_read( void );

Returns ip_user_read and iv_data_bytes to their original values.

void reset_write( void );

Returns ip_user_write, iv_data_bytes, and iv_free_bytes to their original values.

static void set_test_no_MDs( const bool pv_no_MDs );

Allows simulation of resource shortage for testing what happens if the ORB can�t allocate a new
Message Data descriptor. When pv_no_MD is true, the factory methods fail.

unsigned long skip_read( const unsigned long pv_count );

Attempts to move the Fw_MD�s ip_user_read forward by pv_count bytes. No data is
transferred. The result is the number of bytes actually skipped, which will be the lesser of
pv_count and iv_data_bytes. iv_data_bytes is decremented by the count actually
transferred. This method is used by the ORB for alignment of common data representation (CDR)
data types, and skipping fields that you want to ignore (such as pad bytes).

unsigned long skip_write( const unsigned long pv_count );

Attempts to move the Fw_MD�s ip_user_write forward by pv_count bytes. No data is
transferred. The result is the number of bytes actually skipped, which will be the lesser of
pv_count and iv_free_bytes. iv_data_bytes is incremented, and iv_free_bytes
is decremented, by the count actually transferred. This method is used by the ORB for alignment
of common data representation (CDR) data types.

unsigned long write( char *pp_source, const unsigned long pv_count );

Attempts to copy pv_count bytes into the physical buffer, starting from pp_source, to the
location pointed to by ip_user_write. The result is the number of bytes actually transferred,
which will be the lesser of pv_count and iv_free_bytes. iv_data_bytes is
incremented, and iv_free_bytes decremented, by the count actually transferred.

API Data

Fw_MD *ip_next;

Allows for building single-linked-lists of Fw_MDs.

short iv_user_state, unsigned long iv_user_tag, short iv_user_type

Fields totally under the control of the user to allow user context to be associated with an Fw_MD.
The system does not manipulate these fields.



Class Fw_Message

Framework Message. Provides an abstraction for a complete message, and a get/put recycling factory.
Fw_Message objectss can be written to and read from. Fw_Message objects are implemented as a list
of Fw_MDs. (see Fw_MD).

See also Fw_Transfer_EH_User and NSDEFw_GFS.

API Methods

Fw_Message( void );

Constructor for an empty message. Note that the preferred method for obtaining an Fw_Message
is get_message;

~Fw_Message();

Destructor. Deletes any associated Fw_MDs. Note that the preferred method for disposing of an
Fw_Message is free_Message.

static void free_message( Fw_Message *pp_message );

Frees any associated Fw_MDs, then saves the Fw_Message for subsequent reuse. This is the
preferred method for disposing of an Fw_Message.

static Fw_Message* get_message( void );

Returns a new or recycled Fw_Message. This is the preferred method for obtaining an
Fw_Message.

static long get_recycle_count( void );

Returns the number of Fw_Messages that are currently saved and available for reuse.

static void set_test_no_Messages( const bool pv_no_Messages );

Allows simulation of resource shortage for testing what happens if the ORB can�t allocate a new
Message. When pv_no_Messages is true, the get_message method fails.

void add_last_MD( Fw_MD *pp_MD );

Adds a message data descriptor to the end of the list of Fw_MDs in the Fw_Message . This
capability is useful when accumulating data segments that are part of one logical message.

bool is_empty( void );

Helper method that returns true if the Fw_Message has zero Fw_MDs associated with it.

unsigned long get_iv_size( void );

Returns the number of data bytes available for reading in the Fw_Message. This number is the
accumulation of the iv_data_bytes from all the Fw_MDs associated with the Fw_Message.
The original value is zero.

unsigned long get_iv_bytes_read( void );



Returns the number of bytes that have been consumed from the Fw_Message. The original value
is zero.

void begin_read( void );

Prepares an Fw_Message for consumption by the read and skip_read methods. Note that
begin_read must be called prior to the first call to read or skip_read.

void read( char *pp_sink, const unsigned long pv_count );

Attempts to copy pv_count bytes from the list of Fw_MDs in the Fw_Message to the location
pointed to by pp_sink. The transfer begins at the ip_user_read of the current read
Fw_MD. If the current Fw_MD is exhausted, the next Fw_MD is made the current and the operation
continues until pv_count bytes have been transferred or the list of Fw_MDs is exhausted.
iv_bytes_read is incremented by the lesser of pv_count or the actual number of bytes read..

void align_read( const unsigned long pv_count );

Calculates how many bytes are needed to advance iv_bytes_read to be a multiple of
pv_count, then calls skip_read on the current read Fw_MD with that value. If the current
read Fw_MD is exhausted, the next Fw_MD is made the current read Fw_MD and the operation
continues until completion or the list of Fw_MDs is exhausted. iv_bytes_read is incremented
by count required to achieve alignment.

void read( char *pp_sink, const unsigned long pv_count, unsigned long
pv_align );

Helper routine that is identical to the previous read method, except that align_read(
pv_align) is called first. This method is used by the ORB when demarshalling common data
representation (CDR) encoded messages.

long read_long( void );

Helper routine that reads an aligned signed long from the Fw_Message.

unsigned long read_ulong( void );

Helper routine that reads an aligned unsigned long from the Fw_Message.

void skip_read( const unsigned long pv_count );

Performs a skip_read on the current read Fw_MD. If the current read Fw_MD is exhausted,
the next Fw_MD is made the current read Fw_MD and the operation continues until pv_count
bytes have been skipped or the list of Fw_MDs is exhausted. iv_bytes_read is incremented by
the lesser of pv_count or the actual number of bytes read.

void reset_read( void );

Walks through the list of Fw_MDs, calling reset_read on each. Sets iv_bytes_read to its
original value. Sets the current read Fw_MD to the first Fw_MD in the list in the Fw_Message.

void begin_write( long pv_buffer_size = DEFAULT_BUFFER_SIZE);

Prepares an empty Fw_Message for write operations by obtaining an Fw_MD and placing it as
the first Fw_MD in the list in the Fw_Message, and making that Fw_MD the current write
Fw_MD. All Fw_MDs obtained by an Fw_Message for write operations have a size of



Fw_Message::DEFAULT_BUFFER_SIZE.

void write( char *pp_source, const unsigned long pv_count );

Transfers pv_count bytes from pp_source into the Fw_Message, starting after the last
logical data byte in the Fw_Message. This is accomplished by calling write on the current
write Fw_MD. If the Fw_MD is full, a new Fw_MD is obtained, added to the list in the
Fw_Message, and made the current write Fw_MD. This is repeated until pv_count bytes
have been transferred. iv_size is incremented by pv_count.

void write( char *pp_source, unsigned long pv_count, unsigned long
pv_align );

The same as the previous write method, except the current write position is advanced to a multiple
of pv_align. This method is used by the ORB for marshalling common data representation
(CDR) encoded messages.

void skip_write( unsigned long pv_count );

Advances the current write position by pv_count bytes. New Fw_MDs are obtained and added to
the list in the Fw_Message as needed. iv_size is incremented by pv_count.

void write_long( const long pv_long );

Helper method for writing an aligned signed long.

void write_ulong( const unsigned long pv_ulong );

Helper method for writing an aligned unsigned long.

void trace_self( void );

Debugging aid that dumps the data in Fw_Message to standard out in hex and ASCII.

void reset( void );

Resets the Fw_Message to the empty state by freeing any Fw_MDs in the list in the
Fw_Message, and setting iv_size , iv_bytes_read , iv_data_bytes , and
iv_free_bytes to their original values.

API Data

static long cv_news

Indicates how many Fw_Messages have been instantiated during the life of the process.

enum { DEFAULT_BUFFER_SIZE }

The default size (4096) of physical buffers used by the ORB.

enum { CV_IO_SIZE }

The physical buffer size the system has been configured to use.

enum { MAX_BUFFER_SIZE }

The maximum size of physical buffers allowed by the ORB.



enum { MIN_BUFFER_SIZE }

The minimum size of physical buffers allowed by the ORB.

sockeh.h Classes
The topics that follow describe the various classes declared in the sockeh.h header file
($NSD_ROOT/include/nsdevent/sockeh.h).

Class Fw_Sock_Address

API Methods

Fw_Sock_Address()

Creates an Fw_Sock_Address object.

~Fw_Sock_Address()

Destructor for the current Fw_Sock_Address object.

static unsigned hash( const Fw_Sock_Address &pr_address )

Rogue Wave dictionary-compatible hash method.

int operator== ( const Fw_Sock_Address &pr_RHS )

Compares the instance with the parameter on the right-hand side. Returns true if the instance
and the right-hand side string compare on all API strings.

API Data

enum { Max_Host_Name_Len = 80 }

Maximum length of the host name.

char ia_host_name[ Max_Host_Name_Len ]

Host name for socket.

short iv_port_number

Port number for socket.

Class Fw_Sock_Client_EH

API Methods

bool connect( void *pp_server_address )

Directs the client event handler to initiate establishment of a connection with the peer indicated by
the transport-dependent pp_server_address. The result of this method indicates whether the



client event handler succeeded in initiating the connect protocol.

If connect returns true, the client event-handler user should expect to be called with either
theconnected or connect_failed method.

void disconnect()

Directs the event handler to terminate its connection.

static EH* get_EH()

Factory.

Fw_Sock *get_ip_socket()

Returns the IP socket.

void put_EH( Fw_Sock_Client_EH *pp_EH )

Recycler.

void send_message( Fw_Message *pp_msg )

Directs the event handler to deliver a full message over its connection.

void set_trace( bool pv_trace )

Sets tracing on or off for the socket client event handler.

API Data

bool cv_trace_enabled

Read-only; indicates whether tracing is set.

Class Fw_Sock_Server_EH

API Methods

bool accept( void *pp_client_address )

Directs the server event handler to accept the connection with the peer indicated by the
transport-dependent pp_client_address. The result of this method indicates whether the
server event handler succeeded in accepting the connection.

void disconnect()

Directs the event handler to terminate its connection.

static EH* get_EH()

Factory.

Fw_Sock *get_ip_socket()

Returns the IP socket.

void put_EH( Fw_Sock_Client_EH *pp_EH )



Recycler.

void send_message( Fw_Message *pp_msg )

Directs the event handler to deliver a full message over its connection.

void set_trace( bool pv_trace )

Sets tracing on or off for the socket server event handler.

API Data

bool cv_trace_enabled

Read-only; indicates whether tracing is set.

Fw_Sock_Address iv_address

Socket address.

Class Fw_Sock_Listener_EH

API Methods

Fw_Sock_Listener_EH()

Creates an Fw_Sock_Listener_EH object.

~Fw_Sock_Listener_EH()

Destructor for the current Fw_Sock_Listener object.

Fw_Sock *get_ip_socket()

Returns the IP socket.

void set_trace( bool pv_trace )

Sets tracing on or off for the socket listener event handler.

bool start_listening( void *pp_listen_address )

Directs the listener event handler to enable receipt of connect indications using the
transport-dependent address supplied in pp_listen_address.

If this method returns true, the listener event handler should expect to be called with
connect_in methods.

void stop_listening()

Directs the listener event handler to disable receipt of connect indications.

API Data

bool cv_trace_enabled



Read-only; indicates whether tracing is set.
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This chapter presents the standard exceptions defined for the ORB. These exception identifiers can be
returned as the result of any operation invocation, regardless of the interface specification. Standard
exceptions cannot be listed in raises expressions.

Each standard exception includes a minor code to designate the subcategory of the exception.

Minor codes are listed in order by number. The first number shown is the unbiased decimal value. The
second number shown is the value with the vendor Minor Codeset ID (VMCID).

General Minor Code Values (Numbers 500 - 599)
500 -1314062836 - MINOR_BAD_ENUM_RANGE

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. This is generated when
the value of an enum to be marshalled is not a legal value for the enumeration.

501 -1314062837 - MINOR_SEQ_CONSTRUCTOR



This minor code occurs in the context of a NO_MEMORY system exception. A sequence constructor
failed to obtain memory for the sequence elements.

502 -1314062838 - MINOR_SEQ_COPY_CONSTRUCTOR

This minor code occurs in the context of a NO_MEMORY system exception. A sequence copy
constructor failed to obtain memory for the sequence elements.

503 -1314062839 - MINOR_SEQ_BOUND

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. This minor code is
generated when the registered sequence is found to be longer than the declared bound for bounded
sequences.

504 -1314062840 - MINOR_SEQ_BUFFER

This minor code occurs in the context of a NO_MEMORY system exception. A sequence length(
) method failed to obtain memory for the sequence elements.

505 -1314062841 - MINOR_SEQ_INDEX

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. The operator( )
method for a sequence was asked to return an element that does not exist.

506 -1314062842 - MINOR_SEQ_ASSIGNMENT

This minor code occurs in the context of a NO_MEMORY system exception. A sequence assignment
operator failed to obtain memory for the sequence elements.

508 - 1314062844 - MINOR_SEQ_MARSHAL

This minor code occurs in the context of a MARSHAL system exception. This minor code indicates
that during the demarshalling of a sequence, a length greater than the sequence bound was
indicated.

This might occur if:

The marshalling side has a conflicting IDL declaration●   

The sequence was marshalled incorrectly●   

The sequence was corrupted●   

509 - 1314062845 - MINOR_SEQ_DEMARSHAL

This minor code occurs in the context of a MARSHAL system exception. This minor code indicates
that the system could not allocate the necessary memory needed to hold the demarshalled
sequence. Either no memory (heap) is available to the program or the sequence size is incorrect.
This situation may happen if the ORB tries to demarshal a corrupt buffer or one that was
marshalled in a way different than expected.

510 - 1314062846 - MINOR_STR_SEQ_CONSTRUCTOR

This minor code occurs in the context of a NO_MEMORY system exception. A sequence constructor
failed to obtain memory for a sequence of strings.

511 - 1314062847 - MINOR_STR_SEQ_INDEX



This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. The operator( )
method was asked to return a sequence of strings that does not exist.

512 - 1314062848 - MINOR_STR_SEQ_ASSIGNMENT

This minor code occurs in the context of a NO_MEMORY system exception. A sequence assignment
operator failed to obtain memory for the sequence strings.

513 - 1314062849 - MINOR_OBJ_SEQ_CONSTRUCTOR

This minor code occurs in the context of a NO_MEMORY system exception. A sequence constructor
failed to obtain memory for a sequence of object references.

514 - 1314062850 - MINOR_OBJ_SEQ_INDEX

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. The operator( )
method for a sequence was asked to return a sequence of object references that do not exist.

515 - 1314062851 - MINOR_OBJ_SEQ_ASSIGNMENT

This minor code occurs in the context of a NO_MEMORY system exception. A sequence assignment
operator failed to obtain memory for a sequence of object references.

516 - 1314062852 - MINOR_STR_DUP

This minor code occurs in the context of a NO_MEMORY system exception. A string sequence
method failed to duplicate the elements of another string sequence because memory was not
obtainable.

517 - 1314062853 - MINOR_STR_NULL

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. The user attempted to
marshall a null string pointer. Null string pointers are not allowed: the user should use a valid
pointer to a null character ('\0') to denote an empty string.

518 - 1314062854 - MINOR_ARRAY_INDEX

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. This exception is raised
in the _forany::operator[] method when an out-of-bounds index is given.

519 - 1314062855 - MINOR_GET_ARRAY_NULL_PTR

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. A null pointer was
passed as the out parameter for an array. Such a pointer must be a valid pointer to a contiguous
memory block large enough to hold all elements of the array. This situation can occur if memory
allocation fails but is not detected.

521 - 1314062857 - MINOR_ILLEGAL_DISCRIMINANT

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. During demarshalling
of a union, the union discriminant value was found to be illegal for the union.

522 - 1314062858 - MINOR_ILLEGAL_DISCR_SET

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. This exception is raised
in the _d( ) method for a union and indicates that the user tried to set the union discriminant to



an illegal value. The requested action is not performed.

523 - 1314062859 - MINOR_BAD_STRUCT_VAR

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. A _var class was
asked to marshal itself but the ipVar member was not initialized. The _var must be initialized to
a valid struct before marshalling.

524 - 1314062860 - MINOR_BAD_UNION_VAR

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. A _var class was
asked to marshal itself but the ipVar member was not initialized. The _var must be initialized to
a valid union before marshalling.

525 - 1314062861 - MINOR_BAD_SEQ_VAR

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. A _var class was
asked to marshal itself but the ipVar member was not initialized. The _var must be initialized to
a valid sequence before marshalling.

526 - 1314062862 - MINOR_UNKNOWN_EXCEPTION

This minor code occurs in the context of a MARSHAL system exception. A reply( ) operation
returned a user exception that was not expected (it was not listed in the raises clause of the IDL
method). The unknown exception cannot be demarshalled because type information for it is not
known.

527 - 1314062863 - MINOR_BAD_REPLY_STATUS

This minor code occurs in the context of a MARSHAL system exception. The reply status field of a
GIOP message was found to be illegal. The message may be corrupted or it might have been
improperly formatted.

528 - 1314062864 - MINOR_NO_PROXY

This minor code occurs in the context of an INTERNAL system exception. The ORB raises this
exception when all proxies for an object have been tried and rejected. An attempt was made to
marshal an object reference, however, the reference was not properly initialized in that there was
no marshaled proxy information. The object reference was probably not properly obtained.

For example, this exception can occur if the user tries to marshal a reference resulting from a call
to CORBA::Object::_factory( ). This usage is not supported and it is not necessary.

Note

Each proxy has a list of profiles. An object has a proxy stack. Proxies are pushed on the stack upon
receipt of a GIOP location forward reply. The proxies are popped off the stack when a proxy's
profiles are exhausted.

529 - 1314062865 - MINOR_DUPLICATE_REQUEST_ID

This minor code occurs in the context of an INTERNAL system exception. While attempting to
send a request, the ORB discovered a GIOP Request message header contained a request id that
had been previously assigned to an outstanding GIOP Request message. The user may have



corrupted the request ID. Another (highly unlikely) scenario is that the request id value (a long
data type) wrapped around (was reissued) during the time period that the preceding request was
outstanding.

530 - 1314062866 - MINOR_ROOT_NC_NOT_FOUND

This minor code indicates an error in the NonStop" CORBA configuration database. A call to
org.omg.CORBA.ORG.resolve_initial_references( ) cannot successfully open
the RootNamingContextIORFile file referred to in the configuration database.

531 - 1314062867 - MINOR_INVALID_NAME

This minor code occurs in the context of an INV_OBJREF system exception. An attempt was
made to open a _classServantRef.class that could not be either opened or found. Ensure
that all IDL-generated classes are referenced in the $CLASSPATH variable.

532 - 1314062868 - MINOR_NULL

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. That type of system
exception happens when input parameters have a NULL input value. Reissue the call after
providing valid input for all input parameters.

533 - 1314062869 - MINOR_NOT_IOR

This minor code occurs in the context of a NO_IMPLEMENT system exception. This minor code is
returned by CORBA::Object::_get_implementation( ), indicating that this function is
not implemented.

This can happen, for example, if:

The string did not begin with "IOR:"●   

The string did not contain properly encoded characters●   

The ORB was unable to demarshal the decoded string●   

534 - 1314062870 - MINOR_NO_IMPLEMENTATION_REPOSITORY

This minor code occurs in the context of a NO_IMPLEMENT system exception. This minor code is
returned by CORBA::Object::_get_implementation( ), indicating that the function is
not implemented.

Portable Object Adapter (POA) Minor Code Values
(Numbers 600 - 699)
When a system exception is raised by an operation under the POA's management, the POA provides a
minor code with the exception to give a more precise context to detail the system exception.

600 - 1314062936 - MINOR_BAD_OBJECT_ID

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. Thrown from
POA::activate_object_with_id( ), this minor code indicates that the object id given to



the POA was not generated by the POA executing the call (this( ) POA).

Note

When a server is restarted, any POA on that server that has LifespanPolicy::PERSISTENT
policy does not need to (and in fact does not) recognize all object ids.

601 - 1314062937 - MINOR_BAD_SERVANT_MANAGER

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. Thrown from
POA::set_servant_manager( ), this minor code indicates that the servant manager given
to the POA in a call to set_servant_manager( ) is not of the correct type. For example, a
POA with the RETAIN policy requires a servant manager which can be narrowed to the type
PortableServer::ServantActivator, and a NON_RETAIN POA requires a
PortableServer::ServantLocator.

602 - 1314062938 - MINOR_NO_SERVANT_ACTIVATOR

This minor code occurs in the context of an OBJ_ADAPTER system exception. This minor code
indicates that a servant activator is required in order to process a request, but one is not available.
This scenario occurs when the POA has the policies RETAIN and USE_SERVANT_MANAGER and
a request comes into this POA but there is no existing servant to handle it. In this case, a servant
manager is required; it must set up beforehand by a call to set_servant_manager( ).

603 - 1314062939 - MINOR_NO_SERVANT_LOCATOR

This minor code occurs in the context of an OBJ_ADAPTER system exception. This minor code is
similar to the MINOR_NO_SERVANT_ACTIVATOR minor code detailed above for NON_RETAIN
POAs. An incoming request requires a servant locator in order to find a servant but one has not
been set. One difference is that this minor code will be generated for every request since, for a
NON_RETAIN POA with the USE_SERVANT_MANAGER policy, the servant locator is required to
service any request.

604 - 1314062940 - MINOR_NOT_IN_AOM

This minor code occurs in the context of an OBJECT_NOT_EXIST system exception. It indicates
that an incoming request could not find a servant in the POA's active object map. This implies that
the POA has policies of RETAIN and USE_ACTIVE_OBJECT_MAP_ONLY.

605 - 1314062941 - MINOR_NO_ADAPTER

This minor code occurs in the context of an OBJECT_NOT_EXIST system exception. It indicates
that the POA named in the incoming request could not be located. (POAs are also referred to more
generically as object adapters). This code can also be generated in the context of an
OBJ_ADAPTER system exception. In this case, it indicates that a local request could not find its
associated POA. This happens when a reference to a servant is locally generated and the POA is
subsequently destroyed (and can't be automatically re-created).

606 - 1314062942 - MINOR_WRONG_STATE

This minor code occurs in the context of either a TRANSIENT or OBJ_ADAPTER system
exception. In either case, the minor code indicates that the POA manager is not in the correct state



(it is not active) in order to process a request. A TRANSIENT exception is generated when the
actual state is Discarding; otherwise, the OBJ_ADAPTER exception is raised, typically because the
state is Inactive. (If the state were Holding, an exception would not be raised; instead, the request
would be delayed (held) until the POA manager was requested to change to another state.

607 - 1314062943 - MINOR_WRONG_PROCESS

This minor code occurs in the context of an INV_OBJECT system exception. It indicates that a
request was delivered to a server, but the IOR indicates a different server. This can be caused by a
corrupt IOR. If generated in response to a local request (that is, where a client and server are in the
same process) this would indicate an internal error in the NonStop" CORBA runtime software, and
details should be reported to your service provider.

608 - 1314062944 - MINOR_WRONG_POLICY

This minor code occurs in the context of either an OBJECT_NOT_EXIST or OBJ_ADAPTER
system exception. In the case of OBJECT_NOT_EXIST, it indicates a corrupt or stale IOR; a
client request indicates a POA, which does exist, however, the POA's current policy does not
match that given in the IOR. This is not legal. The OBJECT_NOT_EXIST exception is returned,
indicating the object previously referred to by the old IOR is gone. For an OBJ_ADAPTER,
exception this indicates that the POA was asked to create an object reference (for example, by
calling create_reference_with_id( ), and the POA has a PERSISTENT value for the
Lifespan policy, but no ORB profile was set for the server process. To remedy this, re-run the
server giving a correct -ORBprofile value command.

609 - 1314062945 - MINOR_NO_OBJECT_ID

This minor code occurs in the context of an OBJECT_NOT_EXIST system exception. This minor
code is generated when a local request is made using an uninitialized object. A proper object
reference will always have an object id and the MINOR_NO_OBJECT_ID code indicates that one
was not present. Make sure that your application obtained the object reference properly.

610 - 1314062946 - MINOR_NO_DEFAULT_SERVANT

This minor code occurs in the context of an OBJ_ADAPTER system exception. It indicates that a
request arrived which required a default servant to be present but no default servant was set. The
POA has the USE_DEFAULT_SERVANT value for the RequestProcessing policy and a
servant was not found for the request.

611 - 1314062947 - MINOR_NONE_GIVEN

This minor code occurs in the context of an OBJECT_NOT_EXIST system exception. This minor
code indicates that a servant manager was called but the manager returned NULL and no exception;
the locator did not return a servant. This may be considered an application error since the servant
manager is supposed to return an exception indicating the specific cause for not finding a servant.

612 - 1314062948 - MINOR_NO_SUCH_OPERATION

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_OPERATION system exception. It indicates that
during the process of servicing a request, the operation name present in the request was not among
those handled by the servant. This indicates, typically, that the type of the servant handling the
request does not match that of the client's target object. This is illegal. This might happen if an



application servant manager returned an incorrect servant for a request. This might also happen if
the client sending the request is a not a NonStop" CORBA ORB and the client is trying to invoke a
method on a CORBA object that NonStop" CORBA currently does not support. Turn POA tracing
on (environment variable NSDOM_CFG_TRACE_POA) to see the name of the operation that is
having a problem

613 - 1314062949 - MINOR_POA_DESTROYED

This minor code occurs in the context of an OBJECT_NOT_EXIST system exception. If this
occurs in response to any call on a POA, it indicates that the POA upon which the call was made
has been destroyed. The application should release the POA reference. Subsequent operations on
that POA are illegal; continuing operations are still possible within the application by re-creating a
new POA with the same properties as the one that was destroyed (that is, same name, same
policies, same parent).

614 - 1314062950 - MINOR_BAD_VALUE

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. This minor code
indicates that a call to PortableServer::ObjectId_to_string( ) or
string_to_ObjectId( ) failed because of illegal data. The input to
ObjectId_to_string( ) must not contain null characters. The operation
string_to_ObjectId( ) raises this exception if the ObjectId parameter contains nulls,
because, although legal for an object identifier, such values cannot be represented in a string.

615 - 1314062951 - MINOR_TOO_MANY_POLICIES

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. This minor code occurs
when a user calls PortableServer::create_POA( ) with a set of policies that contains
too many policy members. Each policy may be present in the list just once (or not at all).

Marshal Minor Code Values (Numbers 700 - 799)
700 - 1314063036 - MINOR_LOCALITY_CONSTRAINED

This minor code occurs in the context of a MARSHAL system exception. This minor code indicates
that the user tried to marshal a locality constrained object, such as a POA object. Such objects
cannot be returned to clients as they are defined only to exist within a single process and are not
accessible via other processes.

701 - 1314063037 - MINOR_NO_OBJECT_KEY

This minor code occurs in the context of a MARSHAL system exception. This minor code indicates
that the user tried to marshal an object which has not been given an object key, typically because it
has not been activated by a POA.

702 - 1314063038 - MINOR_INVALID_IOR

This minor code occurs in the context of a MARSHAL system exception. This minor code indicates
that an IOR received in a GIOP message result or parameter was found to be invalid.

703 - 1314063039 - MINOR_INVALID_LENGTH



This minor code occurs in the context of a MARSHAL system exception. This minor code indicates
that a demarshalled length value is too large to be legal. Either the buffer is corrupt or the sender
marshalled something different from what is being demarshalled.

704 - 1314063040 - MINOR_NOT_IN_VALUE_DICT: CORBA::MARSHAL

Occurs when demarshalling an indirect value and the type has not been previously encountered.

707 - 1314063043 - MINOR_ILLEGAL_REPO_ID:CORBA::MARSHAL

Occurs when demarshalling a value with an invalid repository ID flag field.

709 - 1314063045 - MINOR_NO_REGISTERED_FACTORY: CORBA::MARSHAL

Occurs when demarshalling a value whose factory has not been registered with the ORB.

710 - 1314063046 - MINOR_FACTORY_FAILED:CORBA::MARSHAL

Occurs whien demarshalling a value and the
CORBA::ValueFactory::create_for_unmarshal method returns a NULL.

711 - 1314063047 - MINOR_INVALID_SERVICE_CONTEXT

Occurs when demarshalling a GIOP service context, but the data length is shorter than the
specified length.

COMM_FAILURE Minor Code Values (Numbers
1000 - 1099)
1000 - 1314063336 - MINOR_BROKEN_CONNECTION

This minor code occurs in the context of a COMM_FAILURE system exception. This exception is
raised in client code when the client is waiting for a server to reply to a request but instead a
communication failure occurs. If the connection is re-established the request may be retried.

1001 - 1314063337 - MINOR_TARGET_UNREACHABLE

This minor code occurs in the context of a COMM_FAILURE system exception. The ORB raises
this exception when the profiles of a remote object reference have been exhausted, meaning all
profiles in the reference have been tried without success.

Suggested actions:

Ensure the reference (IOR) is valid●   

Ensure the client configuration has one or more profiles in common with the reference●   

Ensure the server is running●   

Ensure the server is configured with one or more profiles●   

Ensure the server's ORB is available●   

Ensure at least one of the IOR profiles has a reachable address●   



Release the reference and obtain a new one●   

1003 - 1314063339 - MINOR_INITIALIZATION

This minor code occurs in the context of a COMM_FAILURE system exception. This minor code
indicates a failure to initialize the GIOP protocol component of a server. There are several
different protocols (tcp_server, gfs_server, and tsmp_server) with different possible
causes for each one.

tcp_server

If the profile of a direct tcp server contains a tcp_process clause, and the ORB
call to associate itself with that process fails, an event will be generated specifying the
tcp process name (as the ORB sees it). Check that the tcp process name is correct and
that the process is available. (As an example, a direct tcp server might contain the
following profile: use_comm_server = not true.)

●   

If a tcp server's ORB was unable to build the LSD's address from information in the
configuration database, an event will be generated specifying what the ORB found in
error. Use the information in the event to trouble-shoot the LSD.

●   

If a direct tcp server's profile is missing the host_name or port_number clause,
an event will be generated specifying which clause is missing

●   

If a direct tcp server was unable to post a socket listen to its transport provider (also
known as the tcp process), an event will be generated specifying which step in the
listen procedure failed.

●   

If a direct tcp server failed to create or update its
profile@actual_tcp_address entity in the configuration database, an event
will be generated specifying which step in the procedure failed.

●   

●   

gfs_server (Guardian file system)

If a gfs_server has been run without a process name, an event is generated that
notes this error.

●   

●   

tsmp_server

If the profile of a tsmp_server is missing the pathmon or server_class
clause, an event will be generated that specifies which clause is missing.

●   

●   

Location Service Daemon (LSD) Minor Code Values
(Numbers 1100 - 1199)
1102 - 1314063438 - MINOR_NO_DIRECT_HOST

This minor code occurs in the context of an OBJECT_NOT_EXIST system exception. This minor
code indicates that the LSD was unsuccessful when it attempted to find the direct address of the



configured tcp server in the configuration database.

1103 - 1314063439 - MINOR_NO_DIRECT_PORT

This minor code occurs in the context of an OBJECT_NOT_EXIST system exception. This minor
code indicates that the LSD was unsuccessful when it attempted to find the port number of the
configured tcp server in the configuration database.

1104 - 1314063440 - MINOR_NO_CS_CONFIG

The LSD raises this exception when the target server is configured to use_comm_server and
the LSD can't find any entries in the csmap@load_table entity. This entity is created and
updated by the Comm Servers at runtime.

Suggested actions:

Ensure the Comm Server(s) are running●   

Ensure the Comm Server(s) and LSD are using the same configuration database●   

Ensure the configuration database is properly secured●   

1105 - 1314063441 - NO_CS_HOST_NAME

This exception is raised when the LSD has found the Comm Server to use, but it could not find the
host_name of the Comm Server in the configuration database. This usually indicates that the
Comm Server is not properly configured.

An example Comm Server configuration record (also known as entity) might look like this:

cfgmgt> entity ZC01@comm_server
     port_number            5220
     host_name              oss2.tandem.com
     actual_ip_address      204.160.16.36

To correct this problem, first verify the validity of the Comm Server(s) configuration settings.
Next, ensure that the Comm Server(s) were correctly initialized and that they are running and able
to receive requests. If problems are found, you must fix the configuration and restart the Comm
Server server pool. You can do that through the NonStop Distributed Component Console.

1106 - 1314063442 - NO_CS_PORT_NUMBER

Similar to the NO_CS_HOST_NAME minor code detailed above, this minor code occurs when the
LSD has found the Comm Server to use, but it could not find the Comm Server's port_number.

To correct this problem, first verify the validity of the Comm Server(s) configuration settings.
Next, ensure that the Comm Server(s) were correctly initialized and that they are running and able
to receive requests. If problems are found, you must fix the configuration and restart the Comm
Server server pool. You can do that through the NonStop Distributed Component Console.

1107 - 1314063443 - MINOR_NO_PP_CONN

This minor code occurs in the context of an INTERNAL system exception. This minor code
indicates that an expected data structure (representing a comm server connection) required by the



LSD does not exist.

1108 - 1314063444 - MINOR_NO_CLIENT_ADDRESS

This minor code occurs in the context of an INTERNAL system exception. This minor code
indicates that the client listed in the csmap@map_table is not valid.

1109 - 1314063445 - MINOR_NOT_NSDOM_OBJECT_KEY

This minor code occurs in the context of an OBJECT_NOT_EXIST system exception. This minor
code indicates that the LSD was asked to find the location of an object which is not hosted by
NonStop" CORBA (not a valid operation).

1110 - 1314063446 - MINOR_NO_ACTUAL_TCP_ADDRESS: CORBA::COMM_FAILURE

Generated by the LSD when trying to look up a direct tcp server's forwarding information in the
configuration database. The key is profile@actual_tcp_address, where profile is
obtained from the target object key. profile@actual_tcp_address is created during direct
tcp server initialization.

Comm Server Minor Code Values (Numbers 1200 -
1299)
1200 - 1314063536 - MINOR_NO_SERVER_AGENT

The Comm Server raises this exception if it cannot connect to the target server. The object key
contains the addresses available. Ensure that the target server is running and that it is configured
with gfs_server and/or tsmp_server.

1201 - 1314063537 - MINOR_CANT_RELAY_REQUEST

The Comm Server can't deliver the request to the target server. Ensure that the target server is
running.

1202 - 1314063538 - MINOR_SERVER_DISCONNECTED

The Comm Server's connection to the server failed. Ensure that the target server does not abend.

Data Conversion Minor Code Values (Numbers
1500 - 1599)
1500 - 1314063836 - MINOR_UNDERFLOW

This minor code occurs in the context of a MARSHAL system exception. An IEEE floating-point
value or a Compaq proprietary floating-point value was too small to be represented in the other
format.

1501 - 1314063837 - MINOR_OVERFLOW

This minor code occurs in the context of a MARSHAL system exception. An IEEE floating-point



value or a Compaq proprietary floating-point value was too large to be represented in the other
format.

1502 - 1314063838 - MINOR_NOT_A_NUMBER

This minor code occurs in the context of a MARSHAL system exception. A floating-point value was
found not to represent a real number (as defined in terms of "NAN" values).

Context Minor Code Values (Numbers 1600 - 1699)
1600 - 1314063936 - MINOR_NOT_STRING

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_CONTEXT system exception. This minor code
indicates that a call to the CORBA::Context( ) method expected a string value, but the kind
field of the Any parameter did not represent a string.

1601 - 1314063937 - MINOR_NO_MATCH

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_CONTEXT system exception. A call to the
CORBA::Context( ) method was asked to find a match but none was found.

1602 - 1314063938 - MINOR_NO_SUCH_START_SCOPE

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_CONTEXT system exception. A call to the
CORBA::Context( ) method could not find the start scope requested by the user.

1603 - 1314063939 - MINOR_NO_PROPERTY_GIVEN

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_CONTEXT system exception. A call to the
CORBA::Context( ) method was given a null property string.

Object Transaction Service (OTS) Minor Code
Values (Numbers 1700 - 1799)
1700 - 1314064036 - MINOR_NO_TS_SENDER

This minor code occurs in the context of a INTERNAL system exception. An application in the
client role was able to start a transaction by way of Current( ), after which it attempted to
send a request to a transaction object. The ORB was then unable to find the OTS application
runtime component responsible for generating the corresponding service context for the GIOP
Request message.

Because the application was at one time successful in using the OTS runtime component, a
memory corruption problem may exist in either the application or the ORB. Check your client
application for potential memory corruption problems. If none can be found, contact your service
provider.

1701 - 1314064037 - MINOR_NO_TS_RECEIVER

This minor code occurs in the context of a INTERNAL system exception. One reason for this



exception could be a process in the server role received a request targeted for a transactional
object, but the ORB was unable to find the OTS runtime component responsible for processing the
service context. The client receives the exception returned from the server.

In that case, it could be that the process was not properly linked with the OTS runtime library
(nsdots.o) or that there is a memory corruption problem in the application or the ORB.

Ensure the Makefile for the application includes nsdots.o by reviewing the set of object files
linked with the executable. After this, check the application for memory corruption bugs. If none
can be found, contact your service provider.

In another scenario, a process in the server role received a request targeted for a transactional
object. The server processed and returned the request. The ORB, however, was unable to find the
OTS runtime component responsible for generating the service context for the GIOP Reply
message. The client receives the exception returned from the server.

In that case, there is probably a memory corruption problem in the application's method
implementation. Check the method implementation for memory corruption errors.

1703 - 1314064039 - MINOR_BAD_TS_CTX

This minor code occurs in the context of a INVALID_TRANSACTION system exception. A
process in the server role received a GIOP Request message containing a transaction service
context that the OTS runtime component could not demarshal. This is normally caused when the
service context was improperly formatted. It could also mean that the OTS runtime component
responsible for demarshalling the service context encountered a valid but unexpected construct, or
that the construct was corrupted during transit.

Contact the service provider that supports the OTS runtime component generating the service
context (also report it to Compaq as a component defect).

Interface Repository Minor Code Values (Numbers
1800 - 1899)
1800 - 1314064136 - MINOR_IR_INIT

This minor code occurs in the context of an INTF_REPOS system exception. It indicates that the
Interface Repository database failed to be initialized. The cause of the problem could be missing
database files, database files with invalid read/write permission, or corrupted database files.

1801 - 1314064137 - MINOR_INVALID_IR_OBJECT

This minor code occurs in the context of an INTF_REPOS system exception. It indicates that a
method was invoked on the wrong interface definition object. For example, destroy( ) was
invoked on the CORBA::Repository object.

1802 - 1314064138 - MINOR_INVALID_DEFKIND

This minor code occurs in the context of an INTF_REPOS system exception. It indicates that an
invalid CORBA::DefinitionKind value was passed to an interface definition operation.



1803 - 1314064139 - MINOR_DUPLICATE_REPOID

This minor code occurs in the context of an INTF_REPOS system exception. It indicates that an
attempt was made to insert a Contained object into a Container object, but the Container
object had an existing Contained object with a matching RepositoryId.

1804 - 1314064140 - MINOR_DUPLICATE_NAME

This minor code occurs in the context of an INTF_REPOS system exception. It indicates that a
Contained object was inserted into a Container object, but the Container object had an
existing Contained object with a matching Name.

1805 - 1314064141 - MINOR_IRDB_WRITE_ERROR

This minor code occurs in the context of an INTF_REPOS system exception. It indicates that an
error occurred when an interface definition object was serialized to the IR database.

1806 - 1314064142 - MINOR_IRDB_READ_ERROR

This minor code occurs in the context of an INTF_REPOS system exception. It indicates that an
error occurred when an interface definition object read from the IR database.

1899 - 1314064235 - MINOR_NO_SUCH_IR_OBJECT

This minor code occurs in the context of an INTF_REPOS system exception. It indicates that the
interface definition object cannot be found in the IR database.

Dynamic Skeleton Interface Minor Code Values
(Numbers 1900 - 1999)
The exception conditions reported by DSI minor codes typically indicate an error on the server side. To
correct those types of errors, you must fix your DSI code.

1900 - 1314064236 - MINOR_SET_RESULT_BEFORE_ARGS

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_INV_ORDER system exception. In a normal DSI
scenario, the set_result( ) operation of the ServerRequest pseudo object is called a single
time after the arguments( ) operation. This occurs if set_result( ) is called before
arguments( ) has been called.

1901 - 1314064237 - MINOR_SET_RESULT_TWICE

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_INV_ORDER system exception. Similar to the
MINOR_SET_RESULT_BEFORE_ARGS minor code described above, this occurs if
set_result( ) is called after a previous call to set_result( ).

1902 - 1314064238 - MINOR_SET_RESULT_AFTER_EX

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_INV_ORDER system exception. In a normal DSI
scenario, the set_result( ) operation of the ServerRequest pseudo object is called once after
the arguments( ) operation. However, if an exception was raised by a call to
set_exception( ), then set_result( ) may not be called. This minor code is generated



if set_result( ) is called after set_exception( ) has been called.

1903 - 1314064239 - MINOR_CTX_BEFORE_ARGS

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_INV_ORDER system exception. In a normal DSI
scenario, the ctx( ) operation of the ServerRequest pseudo object, if called, must be called after
the arguments( ) operation. This minor code is generated if ctx( ) is called after
arguments( ).

1904 - 1314064240 - MINOR_CTX_TWICE

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_INV_ORDER system exception. In a normal DSI
scenario, the ctx( ) operation of the ServerRequest pseudo object, if called, must be called a
single time after the arguments( ) operation. This minor code will be generated if ctx( ) is
called a second time after arguments( ).

1905 - 1314064241 - MINOR_CTX_AFTER_SET_RESULT

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_INV_ORDER system exception. In a normal DSI
scenario, the ctx( ) operation of the ServerRequest pseudo object, if called, must be called after
the arguments( ) operation is called and before the call is made to set_result( ). This
minor code is generated if ctx( ) is called after set_result( ) is called.

1906 - 1314064242 - MINOR_CTX_AFTER_EX

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_INV_ORDER system exception. In a normal DSI
scenario, the ctx( ) operation of the ServerRequest pseudo object, if called, must be called after
the arguments( ) operation is called before any call is made to set_exception( ). This
minor code will be generated if ctx( ) is called after set_exception( ) is called.

1907 - 1314064243 - MINOR_OUT_PARAM_NOT_SUPPLIED

This minor code occurs in the context of a MARSHAL system exception. In a normal DSI scenario,
the ctx( ) operation of the ServerRequest pseudo object, if called, must be called after the
arguments( ) operation is called and before the call is made to set_result( ). When
set_result( ) is called, the user must supply all output arguments that were previously
returned by the call to arguments( ). This minor code is generated if the call to
set_result( ) does not contain all the output parameters that were returned by the call to
arguments( ).

In addition, this minor code can be generated if you call set_result( ) without having
previously called ctx( ) when the operation IDL contains a context expression.

1908 - 1314064244 - MINOR_NOT_AN_EXCEPTION

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_PARAM system exception. In normal DSI
processing, the user can indicate that an exception is to be returned to the client by calling
set_exception( ). The Any passed to set_exception( ) must contain either a system
exception or a user-defined exception, as specified in the raises( ) expression of the invoked
operation's IDL definition. This minor code is generated if an Any is passed that does not contain a
valid exception.

1909 - 1314064245 - MINOR_ARGS_TWICE



This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_INV_ORDER system exception. If arguments(
) or set_exception( ) has been called, calling arguments( ) again on the same
ServerRequest will result in the generation of this minor code. Note that calling
set_exception( ) obviates the need to call arguments( ).

1910 - 1314064246 - MINOR_ARGS_AFTER_EX

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_INV_ORDER system exception. In a normal DSI
scenario, the arguments( ) operation of the ServerRequest pseudo object must be called
exactly once. However, arguments( ) may only be called if no exception has been processed
by a call to set_exception( ). This minor code is generated if arguments( ) is called
after there has been a call to set_exception( ).

1911 - 1314064247 - MINOR_ARGS_NOT_CALLED

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_INV_ORDER system exception. In a normal DSI
scenario, the arguments( ) operation of the SeverRequest pseudo object must be called once
(unless the client makes a call to the set_exception( ) operation). Such a call must be made
even if the operation signature contains no parameters. This minor code is generated if
arguments( ) is not called.

1912 - 1314064248 - MINOR_SET_EX_TWICE

This minor code occurs in the context of a BAD_INV_ORDER system exception. In a normal DSI
scenario, the user may indicate that an exception is to be returned to the client by calling
set_exception( ). This occurs if the set_exception( ) operation is called more than
once during a single DSI method invocation.

Interoperable Location Service Daemon (ILSD)
Minor Code Values (Numbers 2000-2099)
2000 - 1314064336 - CORBALOC_NOT_FOUND

An ILSD can not find the URL file with the prescribed address relative to its configured
url_path.

2001 - 1314064337 - CORBALOC_TOO_BIG

An ILSD reported that the file found at the prescribed address is larger than 4096.

2002 - 1314064338 - CORBANAME_NOT_NC: CORBA::INTERNAL

Raised by the ILSD when asked to resolve a corbaname URL whose corbaloc element does
not identify a CosNaming::NamingContext.

2003 - 1314064339 - INS_THREAD_CREATE: CORBA::INTERNAL

Occurs when the ILSD is unable to launch a thread when attempting resolution of a corbaname
URL.



Interoperable Naming Service (INS) Minor Code
Values (Numbers 3000 - 3099)
3000 - 1314065336 - BadAddress

Occurs when the ORB is asked to parse a URL containing an invalid address component.

3001 - 1314065337 - BadSchemeName: CORBA::BAD_PARAM

Generated by the ORB when asked to parse a URL containing an invalid scheme name.

3002 - 1314065338 - BadSchemeSpecificPart

Generated by the ORB when asked to parse a URL containing an invalid scheme specific part.

Bootstrap Daemon (BSD) Minor Code Values
(Numbers 3100 - 3199)
3100 - 1314065436 - BadObjectKey

Occurs when the object key field of the request is not set to "INIT".

3101 - 1314065437 - BadObjectID

Occurs when the file requested to be opened from the resolve_initial_reference has a
length of zero.

3102 - 1314065438 - ObjectIDNotFound

Occurs when the file requested to be opened from the resolve_initial_reference cannot
be opened.

3103 - 1314065439 - FileTooBig

Occurs when the content of the file requested to be opened from the
resolve_initial_reference exceeds 4096 bytes.
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Listed in numerical order, the messages include a "User Action," which can give you an idea as to the
cause of the error and how you might try to fix the problem. To view these messages, you must have an
EMS template file configured with NonStop" CORBA. The messages are labeled with the subsystem
name NSDOM.

If you receive a message that requires you to contact your service provider, you should supply your
service provider with all relevant information as follows:

Descriptions of the problem and accompanying symptoms●   

Details from the message or messages generated●   

A description of the application task that was in progress when the error was encountered●   

Supporting documentation such as Event Management Service (EMS) logs, trace files, and
processor dump files, if applicable

●   

If your local operating procedures require contacting the Compaq Global Customer Support Center
(GCSC), supply your system number and the numbers and versions of all related products as well.



Common Error Messages (Error numbers 1000
�1099)
1001 - ZDOM-GEN-ERR-NO-MEMORY

User Action: During ORB initialization, access to the NSDCFGDB configuration database is
initiated. If an internal database object can not be instantiated, a no memory message is posted.
This message might indicate a corrupt database.

1002 - ZDOM-GEN-ERR-CONFIG

User Action: During ORB initialization, access to the NSDCFGDB configuration database is
initiated. If a newly instantiated internal database object can not be used, a no configuration error
message is posted. This message might indicate a corrupt database.

Event Framework Messages (Error numbers 1100 -
1199)
1100 - Event FrameWork error

User Action: This error occurs when some notable event occurs in the Event FrameWork. The
detailed error text explains the error in more detail.

Database Error Messages (Error numbers 1200 -
1399)
1203 - Get of first record failed

User Action: This message is issued if NonStop" CORBA fails to read the first record in a
database. This message might indicate a corrupt database.

1204 - Attempt to get next record failed: Key xyz Failed

User Action: Due to an operating system error, an I/O error occurred while attempting to access
the next record. Contact your service provider.

1206 - Attempt update failed: Key xyz Failed

User Action: Due to an operating system error, an I/O error occurred while attempting to access
the next record. Contact your service provider.

1209 - Failed to create database: FILE_CREATE name

User Action: An attempt to create a database failed. Some possible reasons might be the file
system might be full, the user might not have proper permissions to update the file, or the database
filename might not be correctly spelled.

1210 - Failed to open database: Cannot open database file name. Aborting.



User Action : Five attempts have been made to open a database named name with unsuccessful
results. Check the name, permissions and filecode (the filecode type should be 426).

1212 - Attempted delete of database failed: Delete for database failed: name

User Action: Unable to delete the requested database. Check the database permissions or the
number of existing opens for the database.

Trace Error Messages (Error numbers 1400 - 1599)
1401 - Unable to open Trace file: Trace File = name

User Action: Make sure process opening the trace file has the access permission to the trace file.

1402 - Unable to open Trace file: Trace File = name

User Action: Make sure process has the write permission to the trace file.

1403 - Unable to read from Trace file: Trace File = name

User Action: Make sure process has the read permission to the trace file.

1404 - Unable to create Trace file: Trace File = name

User Action: Make sure process has permission to create the trace file.

1405 - Unable to lock Trace file record: Trace File = name

User Action: Make sure process has permission to write to the trace file.

1406 - Unable to unlock Trace file record: Trace File = name

User Action: The record is locked by another process.

1407 - Trace file is corrupted. Write on Trace file failed: Trace File = name

User Action: Delete the trace file. A new trace file will be created.

ORB Error Messages (Error numbers 1600 - 1799)
1601 - Configuration error. No tcp host name for LSD name

User Action: This error occurs during tcp_server initialization when the
lsd1@actual_tcp_address{host_name} key can't be retrieved from the configuration
database. Verify that the server has the correct NSDOM_CFG_DBM environment; verify that the
configuration database contains a valid lsd1@actual_tcp_address entity. This entity is
created during execution of the configure script.

1602 - Configuration error. No tcp port number for LSD name

User Action: This scenario is the same as for Error 1601, except it is for the port_number key
instead of the address key.

1603 - Configuration error. No host name for profile name



User Action: This error occurs during direct tcp_server initialization if the
profile@ORB{host_name} key can't be retrieved from the configuration database. Verify
that the server has the correct NSDOM_CFG_DBM environment; verify that the server should be
configured as a direct tcp_server (as opposed to USE_COMM_SERVER), verify that the
configuration database contains a valid profile@ORB{host_name} key and value.

1604 -Configuration error. No port number for profile name

User Action: This scenario is the same as for Error 1603, except it is for the port_number key
instead of the address key.

1605 - Configuration error. Failed to delete actual address for profile name

User Action: This error occurs during direct tcp_server initialization when the process fails in
its attempt to delete a previously created profile@actual_tcp_address entity. Verify that
the server process has write access to the configuration database.

1606 - Configuration error. Failed to update address for profile name

User Action: This error occus occurs during direct tcp_server initialization when the process
fails to write its profile@actual_tcp_address entity. Verify that the server process has
write access to the configuration database.

1607 - GIOP Client context not found

User Action: This error occurs during the processing of a GIOP reply message if the context
associated with the corresponding request can't be found. This error indicates a serious problem.
Obtain a trace of GIOP_FW and PROXY, and contact your service provider.

1608 - GIOP Client message error

User Action: This error occurs during client-side processing of a received message if it is not a
valid GIOP message. Verify that the server is sending a valid GIOP message.

1609 - GIOP Client invalid message type

User Action: This error occurs during client-side processing of a received message if its type is not
a GIOP Reply message. Verify that the server is sending a GIOP Reply message in response to a
GIOP Request.

1610 - GIOP Server message error

User Action: This error occurs during server-side processing of a received message if its type is
not a GIOP Reply message. Verify that the client is sending a valid GIOP message.

1611 - No load_table entries

User Action: This error occurs when an LSD is attempting to pick the least busy Comm Server to
associate with a client address, if no csmap@load_table entry(ies) can be found in the
configuration database. Verify that the Comm Server pool has started successfully and verify that
the Comm Server pool process name is correct.

1612 - User exception received but not expected. Not declared in IDL

User Action: This error occurs during demarshalling of an unrecognized user exception. Verify
that all exceptions are declared in the generated *_client.h and .cpp files.



1613 - Expected null for object key name

User Action: This error is generated when a POA is creating an object reference if the proxy's
object key is not null.

1614 - GIOP Proxy marshalling 0 profiles

User Action: This error occurs during the marshalling of an object reference, either as part of
object_to_string or generating the response data for an out param or result, and there
are no protocols enabled. Verify that the profile used with the process is present in the
configuration database. Verify that the configured profile contains at least one server protocol
(such as tcp_server, tsmp_server, or fs_server).

1615 - GIOP Proxy demarshal - 0 profiles!

User Action: This error occurs during the demarshalling of an object reference, either as part of
string_to_object or demarshalling param or return value, if the reference contains zero
profiles. Verify that the application that generated the reference is run with a valid profile. Verify
that the application that generated the reference has at least one server protocol (such as
tcp_server, tsmp_server, or fs_server) configured.

1618 - Object key error. Bad system name name

User Action: This error occurs during the demarshalling of an fs or tsmp profile if the system
name is too long. Verify that the reference has a valid system name using showior. If it is a file
system profile, or a tsmp profile where the configured pathmon value does not contain a system
name, the name has been generated for you; contact your service provider.

1619 - Object key error. Bad pathmon name name

User Action: This error occurs during demarshalling of a tsmp profile if the pathmon name is too
long. Verify that the referenced application's profile@ORB{pathmon} value is correct.

1620 - Object key error. Bad server class name name

User Action: This error occurs during the demarshalling of a tsmp profile if the server class name
is too long. Verify that the referenced application's profile@ORB{server_class} value is
correct

1621 - Configuration error. No pathmon for profile name

User Action: This error occurs during tsmp_server initialization if the
profile@ORB{pathmon} key-value is not found. Verify that profile@ORB is correct in the
configuration database.

1622 - Configuration error. No server class for profile name

User Action: This error occurs during tsmp_server initialization if the
profile@ORB{server_class} key/value is not found. Verify that profile@ORB is
correct in the configuration database.

1623 - Object key error. Bad process name name

User Action: This error occurs during the demarshalling of a file system profile if the process



name is too large. This field is generated by NonStop" CORBA. This error can indicate a serious
error. Capture the ior and contact your service provider.

1624 - Object key error. Bad subdev name name

User Action: This error occurs during demarshalling of a file system profile if the subdevice field
is too long. This field is generated by NonStop" CORBA. This error can indicate a serious error.
Capture the ior and contact your service provider.

1628 - Process must be named error

User Action: This error occurs when an application specifies the fs_server protocol and the
process is not (Guardian) named. Verify that the process is named. For example, to run the process
with a name of $XYZ, the user would (from an OSS shell) issue the command:

run -name=/G/xyz $JAVA_HOME/bin/posix_threads/oss/java

1629 - Class loading error

User Action: This error occurs during the dynamic loading of a class file. The detailed error
message explains the exact problem.

1630 - IO error

User Action: This error occurs when there is an I/O error. The detailed error message specifies
which I/O operation failed.

1631-demarshalled invalid policy list length, demarshalled invalid string length, demarshalled invalid
wstring length, demarshalled invalid encap length, demarshalled invalid repository id length,
demarshalled invalid operation length, demarshalled invalid principal length, demarshalled invalid
sequence length

User Action: This error occurs if a demarshalled length is larger than reasonable. Verify that the
data is not corrupt.

1632 Skeleton threw unknown exception or org.omg.CORBA.portable.UnknownException

User Action: This warning (for unknown exception) or informational (for UnknownException)
message occurs when a skeleton throws an exception that is unexpected. For example,
java.lang.NullPointerException might be thrown by a skeleton. For an unkown
exception, analyze the logged stack trace and determine whether the skeleton needs to be
corrected. For an UnknownException, the message is informational.

1633 - (ZDOM-ORB-ERR33)

User Action: During the instantiation of the Java ORB, Java classes may internally be instantiated
using the Class.forName method. If the instantiation of the class fails, one of the following three
text messages (followed by the class name) is posted reporting the problem: "Class Not Found",
"Illegal Access Exception for Class", or "Instantiation Exception for Class". These messages might
indicate a problem with the JORB CLASSPATH not containing the class required for
instantiation, or a Java packaging access problem.

1634 - Persistent object key, but configured profile has a port number of zero

User Action: This warning occurs when a persistent object reference is marshalled with a



configured profile that has a port number of zero. Change the configured profile so that the port
number is nonzero.

1635 - (ZDOM-ORB-ERR35)

User Action: The Java ORB contains an internal event framework used to access the standard
TCP/IP, File System and Pathway protocols. If there is a critical error during the processing of a
framework event message, the Java ORB will generate a ZDOM-ORB-ERR35 message with the
current Java stack trace as the message body. The event framework then exits the application. This
message reflects a critical error during event framework processing. The Java stack trace provides
detailed information of the calling sequences executed prior to exiting the application.

Comm Server Error Messages (Error numbers 2000
- 2199)
2001 - Configuration error. CommServer name has no host name

User Action: This error occurs when a comm server fails to find the
cs_name@comm_server{host_name} key in the configuration database. Verify that the
Comm Server server pool has the correct NSDOM_CFG_DBM env. Also verify that the Comm
Server server pool and the configuration database names are correct.

2002 - Configuration error. CommServer name has no port number

User Action: This error occurs when a Comm Server fails to find the
cs_name@comm_server{port_number} key in the configuration database. Verify that the
Comm Server server pool has the correct NSDOM_CFG_DBM env. Also verify that the Comm
Server server pool and the configuration database names are correct.

2003 - Configuration error. Failed to set tcp_process

User Action: This error occurs when a Comm Server fails to its listening socket transport name.
Verify that cs_name@comm_server{tcp_process} is correctly configured.

2004 - NID interposed id Server Reply : ctx not found address

User Action: This error occurs as a Comm Server is relaying a reply message; the interposed
request id (also known as the New ID) does not map to the context held for a previously relayed
request.

2005 - Object key error. Bad system name

User Action: This error occurs when a Comm Server is relaying a request; the tsmp relay profile
contains a system name that is too large. Verify that the server@ORB{pathmon} value is
correct. If the value doesn't contain a system name, the generated one is in error. Capture the IOR
and contact your service provider.

2006 - Object key error. Bad pathmon name

User Action: This error is the same as Error 2005, except it applies to the pathmon process name.
Verify that the server@ORB{pathmon} value is correct.



2007 - Object key error. Bad server class name

User Action: This error is the same as Error 2005, except it applies to the server_class value.

2008 - Internal error. Address not found

User Action: This error occurs during tsmp server agent tear-down; the agent table is not
consistent. Contact your service provider.

2009 - Object key error. Bad system name

User Action: This error occurs when the file system is relaying a request; the tsmp relay profile
contains a system name that is too large. This field is generated. Capture the IOR and contact your
service provider.

2010 - Object key error. Bad process name

User Action: This error occurs when the process name is relaying a request; the tsmp relay profile
contains a system name that is too large. This field is generated. Capture the IOR and contact your
service provider.

2011 - Object key error. Bad subdev name

User Action: This error occurs when the subdevice name is relaying a request; the tsmp relay
profile contains a system name that is too large. This field is generated. Capture the IOR and
contact your service provider.

2012 - Internal error. Address not found

User Action: This is a file system error. Contact your service provider.

2013 - Initialization error. CommServer cs_name listen failed

User Action: This message is generated if a Comm Server cannot listen on its configured address.
Check the Comm Server configuration using the Configuration Tool. The Comm Server will stop
itself with a failure completion status. Pathway will attempt to restart it, allowing the Comm
Server to survive any tranisient TCP or configuration database problems.

Interface Repository Error Messages (Error
numbers 2200 - 2399)
2201 - Cannot find the Contained object within current Container name

User Action: Update the IR database with the Contained object.

2202 - Cannot delete IR object from the IR database. IR object name

User Action: Make sure IR database has read/write permission, make sure Repository object is
created with update mode.

2203: Cannot create IR object name

User Action: Make sure the IR database has read/write permission.

2204 Cannot write IR object



User Action: Make sure the IR database has read/write permission.

2205: Cannot insert key/value for IR object

User Action: Make sure the IR database has read/write permission.

2206: Cannot read IR object from the IR database. IR object name

User Action: Make sure the IR database has read permission.

2207: IR object type is invalid for the operation

User Action: Make sure the IR object is of right type to invoke the operation.

2208 Cannot initialize IR database

User Action: For read mode, make sure the IR database exists and has read permission. For update
mode, make sure you have the permission to create and write to the database.

2209: Invalid Container for the Contained object

User Action: Make sure to put the Contained object into the right Container object.

2210: Cannot find IR object in the IR database. IR object name

User Action: None.

2211: Later version of the IR object already exists. IR object name

User Action: None.

Object Transaction Service (OTS) Error Messages
(Error numbers 2400 - 2599)
2400 - module message-text

An NSOTS error occurred. module identifies the module within NSOTS where the error
occurred; this module name normally corresponds to an OMG Transaction Service object.
message-text is dynamically-generated variable text identifying the particular error condition.
Most error conditions reported by this error correspond to CORBA exceptions, and the message
contains the text as generated by the exception's class. If the exception is the result of a TMF error,
the exception's minor code is set to the TMF error number, and the text includes the corresponding
FEnnn literal.

Event Service Error Messages (Error numbers 2600
- 2799)
2601 - push_to_consumer got system exception when tried to 'push' exception#

User action: The Event Service was unable to sucessfully interact with a an application provided
push consumer. The push consumer did not receive an event. The event service ceases to try to



interact with the push consumer. Verify that no unexpected error occurred in an application
provided push consumer. If the the push consumer correctly ceased to exist, no further action is
necessary. For best results, the push consumer should be be reworked to correctly disconnect from
the event channel before exiting. If the push consumer process failed, restart it and have it
reregister with the event channel.

2602 - pull_to_supplier got system exception when tried to 'pull' or 'try_pull' exception#

User action: The Event Service was unable to sucessfully interact with an application provided
pull supplier. An event service consumer may not have obtained an event as expected. If a comm
failure exception was raised, the event service ceases to try to interact with the offending pull
supplier. Verify that no unexpected error occurred in an application provided pull supplier. If the
the pull supplier correctly ceased to exist, no further action is necessary. Otherwise, if a comm
failure occurred, the pull supplier should be restarted and reregistered with the event channel. If
there was an exception other than a comm failure, the event channel will continue to try to interact
with the pull supplier. If further errors occur, restart the pull supplier.

2603 - pull_from_supplier got user exception when tried to 'pull' or 'try_pull' exception#

User action: This error is logged for information purposes; it has no effect on the Event Service. In
response to a pull or try_pull request, an application provided pull supplier should not
produce any user exception other than Disconnected. Rewrite the application so that it does
not generate the offending user exception.

2604 - GetEvent encountered inconsistency in saved events

User action: An event requested by a consumer may not be available. The event channel is unable
to deliver a specific event but will recovers and deliver subsequent events.

2605 - release_proxy could not find object to be released

User action: The event channel encountered an internal consistency problem but recovered
automatically. If this problem occurs frequently, contact your service provider

2606 - EventService could not obtain Root Name Context

User action: The Event Service object reference was not placed in Naming Service. If this error is
not corrected, application programs will be unable to query the Naming Service for an Event
Service object reference. Verify that the configuration for Naming Service is correct. Make sure
Naming Service is operational. Verify that root name context for Naming Service appears in the
configuration database. After correcting Naming Service errors, restart the Event Service.

2608 - (ZDOM-ES-ERR-EXTRA1)

User Action: During Event Service initialization, if an ORB object can not be instantiated, the
service exits posting an "ORB_init failed" message. This message might indicate an environmental
setup problem with the NonStop Corba subsystem.



Naming Service Error Messages (Error numbers
2800 - 2999)
2801 - Could not execute resolve_initial_references successfully

User Action: Internal error, contact your service provider.

2802 - Cannot get Naming Database name from configuration database

User Action: Set the 'DatabaseName' value in the NS@name_service_settings entity.

2803 - Could not create POA ['NamingContextPOA' | 'BindingIteratorPOA']

User Action: Internal error, contact your service provider.

2804 - Could not delete record from Naming database

User Action: When trying to invoke the destroy method on a naming context object, the ORB is
unable to delete the naming context record from the naming database. This error indicates a
possible corruption of the naming database. Purge and reconfigure the naming database.

2805 - Could not initialize Naming database name

User Action: Possible database corruption, purge database and rerun initialization script.

2806 - Could not create Naming Service reference

User Action: Internal error, contact your service provider.

2807 - Could not create Naming Service stringified reference

User Action: Internal error, contact your service provider.

2808 - Cannot save Name Service IOR in config database

User Action: Check that the configuration database file exists and the user has correct access.

2809 - Could not convert string IOR to object

User Action: When trying to resolve a name, the stringified objref does not successfully resolve
to an object with the orb's string_to_object method. This error indicates that the object
reference is no longer a valid object reference. Invoke the rebind method to bind the name to a
new valid object reference.

2810 - Cannot set Servant Manager

User Action: Internal error, contact your service provider.

2811 - Could not activate POA

User Action: Internal error, contact your service provider.

2812 - Could not narrow to PortableServer::POA

User Action: When invoking the list method on a naming context, the ORB cannot successfully
narrow an object returned from the orb's resolve_initial_references("RootPOA")
method to a PortableServer::POA. This is an internal error.



2815 - Could not insert record into naming database

User Action: This error message will also report the binding name component id of
"NEW_CONTEXT" if the error was generated when you were attempting to create a new context.
Check that naming database file exists and the user has has write access.

2817 - Could not narrow to CosNaming::NamingContext

User Action: Internal error, contact your service provider.

2819 - Could not get timestamp from NamingContext

User Action: Internal error, contact your service provider.

2821 - Could not create CosNaming::NamingContext

User Action: Internal error, contact your service provider.

2822 - Could not find POA ['NamingContextPOA' | 'BindingIteratorPOA']

User Action: Internal error, contact your service provider.

2823 - Could not create reference with ID

User Action: Internal error, contact your service provider.

2824 - Could not get record from naming database, Could not find CosNaming::NamingContext
start record in database.

User Action: Check that the naming database file exists and the user has read permission. If no
optional message appears, the target naming context object does not exist, which may indicate
thatan internal error has occurred.

2825 - Could not initialize Naming database. name already exists

User Action: The ns_init program expects that the naming database does not exist. Purge the
naming database and rerun ns_init.

2829 - Cannot set key cursor in CosNaming::BindingIterator

User Action: Internal error, contact your service provider.

2830 - Cannot set alternate key in CosNaming::BindingIterator

User Action: Internal error, contact your service provider.

2831 - Could not activate CosNaming::BindingIterator

User Action: Internal error, contact your service provider.

2836 - Cannot unbind name

User Action: Check that the naming database file exists and the user has write access.



JTS Error Messages (Error numbers 3600 - 3799)
3601 - CORBA services error message-text

User Action: NonStop CORBA services either are not operating or are not installed correctly. JTS
could not get the TransactionFactory object from the Naming Service. Ensure that the
CORBA services are installed and operating properly, and that the correct versions of all other
required software are installed. Then retry the operation. If the problem persists, contact your
service provider.

message-text includes dynamically-generated variable text identifying the particular error
condition. Most error conditions reported by this error correspond to CORBA exceptions, and the
message contains text as generated by the exception's class. If the exception is the result of a TMF
error, the exception's minor code is set to the TMF error number, and the text includes the
corresponding FEnnn literal.

3602 - Transaction rollback_only error message-text

User Action: A JTS internal error occurred. Transaction rollback_only could not be set
during sending_reply. Contact your service provider.

3603 - Transaction suspend error message-text

User Action: A JTS internal error occurred. The current transaction could not be suspended.
Contact your service provider.

3604 - Transaction deactivation error message-text

User Action: A JTS internal error occurred. The current transaction could not be deactivated.
Contact your service provider.

3605 - Initialization error message-text

User Action: An initialization error occurred during transaction construction, while sending a
remote request, or during resolve_initial_current(). If (new_request: new
PropagationContext failed : appears at the beginning of the message-text, the
application may have run out of memory; in this case, correct the memory usage problem.
Otherwise, a JTS internal error occurred; contact your service provider.

message-text includes dynamically-generated variable text identifying the particular error
condition. Most error conditions reported by this error correspond to CORBA exceptions, and the
message contains text as generated by the exception's class. If the exception is the result of a TMF
error, the exception's minor code is set to the TMF error number, and the text includes the
corresponding FEnnn literal.

3606 - Transaction recreate error message-text

User Action: A JTS internal error occurred. The transaction could not be recreated. Contact your
service provider.

3608 - Transaction commit error message-text

User Action: A JTS internal error occurred. The current transaction could not be committed.



Contact your service provider.

3609 - Transaction creation error message-text

User Action: A JTS internal error occurred. The transaction could not be created. Contact your
service provider.

3610 - Thread context error message-text

User Action: A JTS internal error occurred. JTS could not get the thread context. Contact your
service provider.

3611 - Transaction rollback error message-text

User Action: A JTS internal error occurred. The current transaction could not be rolled back.
Contact your service provider.

3612 - Transaction access error message-text

User Action: A JTS internal error occurred. JTS was unable to get the transaction name. Contact
your service provider.

3613 - Coordinator access error message-text

User Action: The Coordinator object is not available in the current context. Review the client
code for correct usage and correct the problem as needed.

message-text includes dynamically-generated variable text identifying the particular error
condition. Most error conditions reported by this error correspond to CORBA exceptions, and the
message contains text as generated by the exception's class. If the exception is the result of a TMF
error, the exception's minor code is set to the TMF error number, and the text includes the
corresponding FEnnn literal.

3614 - Transaction activation error message-text

User Action: Either a TMF error or a JTS internal error occurred. If message-text includes
txhandle returns: FEnnn, where nnn is a number, then FEnnn identifies a TMF error
that occurred. In this case, take corrective action appropriate to the TMF error as described in the
Guardian Procedure Errors and Messages Manual. Otherwise, a JTS internal error occurred;
contact your service provider.
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